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FILE NO. 180947 RESOLUTIOh •• ~O. 

1 [Endorsing the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's Diesel Free By '33 Statement of 
Purpose] 

2 

3 Resolution endorsing the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's Diesel Free 

4 By '33 Statement of Purpose to establish a goal to cut diesel use to zero by the end 

5 of 2033. 

6 

7 WHEREAS, Climate change, caused by the emission of greenhouse gases including 

8 carbon dioxide and black carbon, represents a profound threat to the Bay Area's air quality, 

9 public health, environment, water supplies, and economy; and 

1 O WHEREAS, Diesel engines emit significant amounts of black carbon, a short-lived 

11 climate pollutant that is contributing significantly to global climate change; and 

12 WHEREAS, The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment 

13 Report estimates that black carbon is the third most important individual contributor to 

14 warming after carbon dioxide and methane (IPCC 2013); and 

15 WHEREAS, The California Air Resources Board concludes that "Diesel exhaust 

16 includes over 40 substances that are listed by the United States Environmental Protection 

17 Agency as hazardous air pollutants and by the GARB as toxic air contaminants. Fifteen of 

18 these substances are listed by the World Health Organization as carcinogenic to humans, or 

19 as a probable or possible human carcinogen" [California Air Resources Board Scientific 

20 Review Panel on: California Air Resources Board's report titled "Proposed Identification of 

21 Diesel Exhaust as a Toxic Air Contaminant." 1998]; and 

22 WHEREAS, The California Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Environmental 

23 Health Hazard Assessment has determined that exposure to diesel exhaust can have 

24 significant health effects, including damage to lung tissue and increased risk of cancer; and 

25 
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1 WHEREAS, The California Air Resources Board estimates that on-road and off-road 

2 mobile sources powered by diesel engines comprise 54% of the state of California's total 

3 black carbon emissions; and 

4 WHEREAS, The negative public health and environmental effects from climate change 

5 will fall most heavily on the communities and populations that are already most heavily 

6 impacted by air pollution, other environmental hazards, and economic inequality; and 

7 WHEREAS, Many alternatives to diesel-fueled vehicles and equipment are already 

8 commercially available, with purchase costs comparable to traditional diesel technologies; and 

9 WHEREAS, The City and County of San Franciso has established its role as a leader 

1 O in the fight against global climate change in numerous ways, including 100% renewable Clean 

11 Power SF; a commitment to net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 in alignment with 

12 the Paris Climate Accord; reduction of the city's carbon footprint by 30% from 1990 levels; and . 

13 cutting the amount of waste it sends to landfill in half; and 

14 WHEREAS, The Bay Area Air Quality Management District has established a 

15 challenge to engage with public agencies to reduce diesel emissions in local communities 

16 throughout California and beyond, reflected in the Diesel Free By '33 Statement of Purpose; 

17 and 

18 WHEREAS, The Statement of Purpose is intended to accelerate action toward 

19 meaningful progress in support of all climate protection agreements; now, therefore, be it 

20 RESOLVED, The San Francisco Board of Supervisors endorses the Diesel Free By '33 

21 Statement of Purpose, reflecting a goal of eliminating diesel pollution by December 31, 2033; 

22 and, be it 

23 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the San Francisco Board of Supervisors hereby requests 

24 the Mayor to sign the Statement of Purpose on behalf of the City. 

25 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES UCLA 

BERKELEY • DAV£S • HIVINE • LOS' ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTAllARllARA • S&'ITACRUZ 

Mr. John D. Dunlap, III 
Chainnan 
Air Resources Board 
2020 L Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Dear Chairman Dunlap: 

May 27, 1998 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES 
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

BOX951772 
LOS ANGELES, CALlFORNIA 900915-1772 

I am pleased to forward to you the Scientific Review Panel (SRP/Panel) Findings 
(enclosure) for the Proposed Identification of Diesel Exhaust as a Toxic Air Contaminant Report 
as adopted unanimously at the Panels April 22, 1998 meeting. 

The data, developed and reviewed by OEHHA and ARB, in the scientific risk assessment 
on exposure to diesel exhaust (Part A) and its health effects (Part B), are extensive and 
scientifically sound. The SRP notes the report documents the fact that diesel exhaust includes 
over 40 substances listed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as hazardous air 
pollutants and by the ARB as toxic air contaminants. 

The exposure estimate in the report inay underestimate many Californians actual total 
exposure because it excludes elevated exposures near roadways, railroad tracks, and inside 
vehicles. Other routes of exposure to diesel exhaust, such as ingestion and dermal absorption are 
also excluded. 

Development ohhis report began in 1989, and this compound has the most human 
epidemiological studies (over 30) than any of the previous 21 toxic air contaminant reports the 
Panel has rev~ewed. These studies have investigated the relationship between occupational 
diesel exhaust exposure and lung cancer, and the epidemiological evidence indicates exposure to 
diesel exhaust increases the risk of lung cancer. It is noted that in 1990 the State of California, 
pursuant to Proposition 65, identified diesel exhaust as a chemical known to the State to cause 
cancer. 

There are a number of adverse long-term noncancer effects associated with exposure to 
diesel exhaust. These effects include chronic bronchitis, inflammation of lung tissue, thickening 
of the alveolar walls, immunological allergic reactions, and airway constriction. As new 
quantitative data emerge from research on adverse noncancer effects from diesel exhaust, 
the Reference Exposure Level may require adjustment. 
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The Panel believes there is still more to be learned about the adverse health effects 
associated with exposure to diesel exhaust. The Panel is concerned that some technological 
advances may result in greater total particulate exposure, particularly of fine particles that 
penetrate deeper into the lungs, but some controls and fuels may reduce overall particulate level. 
The Panel encourages further research to quantify the amounts of specific compounds emitted 
from a variety of engine technologies, operating cycles, and fuel to characterize better any 
differences between old and new fuels and technologies. 

The Panel recognizes that diesel exhaust is a mixture of compounds and the potency 
factor may change as a result of new engine technologies and cleaner fuei. Accordingly, the unit 
risk factor may change as a result of new peer reviewed research. 

We welcome any opportunity to provide additional information helpful to you or that 
would facilitate the process of identification. 

We would appreciate our Findings and this transmittal letter being made a part of the 
final report. 

Enclosure 

cc: Scientific Review Panel Members 
Michael Kenny, ARB 
Bill Lockett, ARB 

Sincerely, 

J::o~f= 
·Acting Chairman 
Scientific Review Panel 



Findings of the Scientific Review Panel on 
THE REPORT ON DIESEL EXHAUST 

as adopted at the Panel's April 22, 1998, Meeting 

Pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 39661, the Scientific Review Panel (SRP/Panel) has 
reviewed the report Proposed Identification of Diesel Exhaust as a Toxic Air Contaminant by the 
staffs ofahe California Air Resources Board (ARB or Board) and the Office of Environmental 
Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) describing the public exposure to, and health effects of, 
diesel exhaust. The Panel members also reviewed the public comments received on this report. 

Panel members participated in workshops devoted to discussion of the exposure and health issues 
associated with diesel exhaust in September 1994, January 1996, July 1997, and March 1998. 
The SRP reviewed the issues at its meetings in October 1997 and April 1998. A special meeting 
of the SRP was held on March 11, 1998, to hear testimony on health issues including the 
quantitative risk assessment from highly respected scientists invited by the Panel. Based on these 
reviews and information provided at scientific workshops and meetings, the SRP makes the 
foliowing findings pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 39661: 

Exposure related conclusions 

1. Diesel exhaust is a complex mixture of gases and fine particles emitted by a diesel-fueled 
internal combustion engine. 

2. The gaseous fraction is composed of typical combustion gases such as nitrogen, oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, and water vapor. However, as a result of incomplete combustion, the 
gaseous fraction also contains air pollutants such as carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, 
nitrogen oxides, volatile organics, alkenes, aromatic hydrocarbons, and aldehydes, such as 
formaldehyde and 1,3-butadiene and low-molecular weight polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (P AH) and PAH-derivatives. 

3. One of the main characteristics of di((sel exhaust is the release of particles at a markedly 
greater rate than from gasoline-fueled vehicles, on an equivalent fuel ~nergy basis. The 
particles are mainly aggregates of spherical carbon particles coated with inorganic and 
organic substances. The inorganic fraction primarily consists of small solid carbon 
(or elemental carbon) particles ranging from 0.01 to 0.08 microns in diameter. 
The organic fraction consists of soluble organic compounds such as aldehydes, alkanes 
and alkenes, and high-molecular weight PAH and PAH-derivatives, such as nitro-PAHs. 
Many of these P AHs and P AH-derivatives, especially nitro-PAHs, have been found to be 
potent mutagens and carcinogens. Nitro-PAH compounds can also be formed during 
transport through the atmosphere by reactions of adsorbed P AH with nitric acid and by 
gas-phase radical-initiated reactions in the presence of oxides of nitrogen. 



4. Diesel exhaust includes over 40 substances that are listed by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) as hazardous air pollutants and by the ARB 
as toxic air contaminants. Fifteen of these substances are listed by the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) as carcinogenic to humans, or as a probable or 
possible human carcinogen. Some of these substances are: acetaldehyde; antimony 
compounds; arsenic; benzene; beryllium compounds; bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate; dioxins 
and dibenzo:furans; formaldehyde; inorganic lead; mercury compounds; nickel; POM 
(including P AHs ); and styrene. 

5. Almost all of the diesel particle mass is in the fine particle range of 10 microns or less in 
diameter (PM10). Approximately 94 percent of the mass of these particles are less than 
2.5 microns in diameter. Because of their small size, these partides can be inhaled and a 
portion will eventually become trapped within the small airways and alveolar regions of 
the lung. 

6. The estimated population-weighted average outdoor diesel exhaust PM10 concentration in 
California for 1995 is 2.2 microgram per cubic meter (µg/m3

). Several independent 
studies have reported similar outdoor air diesel exhaust PM10 concentrations. The 1995 
estimated average indoor exposure concentration is approximately 1.5 µg/m3

• 

7. The population time-weighted average total air exposure to diesel exhaust particle 
concentrations across all environments (including outdoors) is estimated to be 1.5 µglm3 

in 1995. This total exposure estimate may underestimate many Californians' actual total 
exposure because it excludes elevated exposures near roadways, railroad tracks, and 
inside vehicles. Near-source exposures to diesel exhaust may be as much as five times 
higher than the 1995 population time-weighted average total air exposure. It also 
excludes other routes of exposure to diesel exhaust, such as ingestion and dermal 
absorption. 

8. Diesel engine exhaust contains small carbonaceous particles and a large number of 
chemicals that are adsorbed onto these particles or present as vapors. These particles 
have been the subject of many studies because of their adverse effects on human health 
and the environment. A recent study· conducted for the Health Effects Institute showed 
that, despite a substantial reduction in the weight of the total particulate matter, the total 
number of particles from a 1991-model engine was 15 to 3 5 times greater than the 
number of particles from a 1988 engine when both engines were operated without 
emission control devices. This suggests that more fine particles, a potential health 
concern, could be formed as a result of new technologies. Further study is needed since 
the extent of these findings only measured exhaust from two engines and engine 
technologies. 

9. The major sources of diesel exhaust in ambient outdoor air are estimated to emit 
approximately 27,000 tons per year in 1995. On-road mobile sources (heavy-duty trucks, 
buses, light-duty cars and trucks) contribute the majority of total diesel exhaust PM10 

emissions in California. Other mobile sources (mobile equipment, ships, trains, and 
boats) and stationary sources contribute the remaining emissions. 

2 



10. Significant progress has been made as a result of federal and state regulations that have 
addressed particulate matter levels from diesel engines. Emissions of on-road mobile 
source diesel exhaust PM10 in California are expected to decline by approximately 
85 percent from 1990 to 2010 as a result of mobile source regulations already adopted by 
the ARB. 

11. The results of a study funded by the ARB at the University of California, Riverside, 
indicate that the diesel exhaust from the new fuel tested contained the same toxic air 
contaminants as the old fuel, although their concentrations and other components may 
differ. Further research would be helpful to quantify the amounts of specific compounds 
emitted from a variety of engine technologies, operating cycles; and fuel to characterize 
better any differences between old and new fuels and technologies. 

Health effects associated with diesel exhaust 

12~ A number of adverse short.,terrn 11~alth effects have been associated with exposures to 
diesel exhaust. Occupational exposures to diesel exhaust particles have been associated 
with sigruficant cross-shift decreases in lung function. Increased cough, labored 
breathing, chest tightness, and wheezing have been associated with exposure to diesel 
exhaust in bus garage workers. A significant increase in airway resistance and increases 
in eye and nasal irritation were observed in human volunteers following one-hour 
chamber exposure to diesel exhaust. In acute or subchronic animal studies, exposure to 
diesel exhaust particles induced inflammatory airway changes, lung function changes, and 
increased the animals' susceptibility to infection. 

13. A number of adverse long-term noncancer effects have been associated with exposure to 
diesel exhaust. Occupational studies have shown that there may be a greater incidence of 
cough, phlegm and chronic bronchitis among those exposed to diesel exhaust than among 
those not exposed. Reductions in pulmonary function have also been reported following 
occupational exposures in chronic studies. Reduced pulmonary function was noted in 
monkeys during long-term exposure. Histopathological changes in the lung of 
diesel-exposed test animals reflect inflammation of the lung tissue. These changes 
include dose-dependent proliferations of type II epithelial cells, marked infiltration of 
macrophages, plasma cells and fibroblasts into the alveolar septa, thickening of the 
alveolar walls, alveolar proteinosis, and focal fibrosis. 

14. Studies hav~ shown that diesel exhaust particles can induce immunological reactions and 
localized inflammatory responses in humans, as.well as acting as an adjuvant for pollen 
allergy. Intranasal challenge with diesel exhaust particles in human volunteers resulted in 
increased nasal IgE antibody production and a significant increase in mRNA for 
pro-inflammatory cytokines. Co-exposure to diesel exhaust particles and ragweed pollen 
resulted in a nasal lgE response greater than that following pollen or diesel exhaust 
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particles alone. Effects of intratracheal, intranasal, and inhalation exposures of laboratory 
animals are supportive of the findings in htunans. These effects include eosinophilic 
infiltration into bronchi and bronchioles, elevated IgE response, increased mucus 
secretion and respiratory resistance, and airway constriction. 

15. Based on the animal studies, the U.S. EPA determined a chronic inhalation Reference 
Concentration value of 5 µglm3 for noncancer effects of diesel exhaust. This estimate 
t~es into consideration persons who may be more sensitive than others to the effects of 
diesel exhaust. The report supports the recommendation of 5 µglm3 as the California 
Reference Exposure Level (REL) (T<t;ble 1). It should be noted that this REL may need to 
be lowered further as more data emerge on potential adverse tioncancer effects from 
diesel exhaust. 

16. Diesel exhaust contains genotoxic compounds in both the vapor phase and the particle 
phase. Diesel exhaust particles or extracts of diesel exhaust particles are mutagenic in 
bacteria and in mammalian cell systems, and can induce chromosomal aberrations, 
aneuploidy, and sister chromatid exchange in rodents and in htunan cells in vitro. 
Diesel exhaust particles induced unscheduled DNA synthesis in vitro in mammalian cells. 
DNA adducts have been isolated from calf thymus DNA in vitro following treatment with 
diesel exhaust particle extracts. DNA adducts have been shown to increase following 
inhalation exposure of rodents and monkeys to whole diesel exhaust. Elevated levels of 
DNA adducts have been associated with occupational exposure to diesel exhaust. Results 
of inhalation bioassays in the rat, and with lesser certainty in mice, have demonstrated the 
carcinogenicity of diesel exhaust in test animals, although the mechanisms by which 
diesel exhaust induces lung tumors in animals remains uncertain. 

17. Over 30 human epidemiological studies have investigated the potential carcinogenicity of 
diesel exhaust. These studies, on average, found that long~term occupational exposures to 
diesel exhaust were associated with a 40 percent increase in the relative risk oflung 
cancer. The lung cancer findings are consistent and the association is unlikely to be due 
to chance. These epidemiological studies strongly suggest a causal relationship between 
occupational diesel exhaust exposure and lung cancer. 

18. Other agencies or scientific bodies have evaluated the health effects of diesel exhaust. 
The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health first recommended in 1988 that 
whole diesel exhaust be regarded as a potential occupational carcinogen based upon 
animal and human evidence. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 
concluded that diesel engine exhaust is probably carcinogenic to humans and classified 
diesel exhaust in Group 2A. Based upon the IARC findings, in 1990, the State of 
California under the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 
(Proposition 65) identified diesel exhaust as a chemical "known to the State to cause 
cancer." The U.S. EPA has proposed a conclusion similar to IARC in their draft 
doctunents. The 1998 draft U.S. EPA document concluded similarly that there was 
sufficient animal evidence of carcinogenicity and that the human evidence was limited. 
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19. There are data :from human epidemiological studies of occupationally exposed 
populations which are useful for quantitative risk assessment. The estimated range of 
lung cancer risk (upper 95% confidence interval) based on human epidemiological data is 
1.3 x 104 to 2.4 x 10-3 (µg/m3

)"
1 (Table2). After considering the results of the 

meta~analysis of human studies, as well as the detailed analysis of railroad workers, the 
SRP concludes that 3 x 104 (µg/m3

)"
1 is a reasonable estimate of unit risk expressed in 

t~rms of diesel particulate. Thus this unit risk value was derived :from two separate 
approaches which yield similar results. A comparison of estimates of risk can be found in 
Table 3. 

20. Based on available scientific information, a level of diesel exhaust exposure below which 
no carcinogenic effects are anticipated has not been identified. 

21. Based on available scientific evidence, as well as the results of the risk assessment, 
we conclude that diesel exhaust be identified as a Toxic Air Contaminant. 

22. As with other substances evaluated by this Panel and after reviewing the field of 
published peer reviewed research studies on diesel exhaust, additional research is 
appropriate to clarify further the health effects of diesel exhaust. This research may have 
significance for estimating the unit risk value. 

23. The Panel, after careful review of the February 1998 draft SRP version of the ARB 
report, Proposed Identification of Diesel Exhaust as a Toxic Air Contaminant, as well as 

· the scientific procedures and methods used to support the data, the data itself, and the 
conclusions and assessments on which the Report is based; finds this report with. the 
changes specified during our October 16, 1997, meeting and as a result of comments. 
made at the March 11, 1998, meeting, is based upon sound scientific knowledge, 
methods, and practices and represents a complete and balanced assessment of our current 
scientific understanding. 

For these reasons, we agree with the science presented in Part A by ARB and Part B by OEHHA 
in the report on diesel exhaust and the ARB ~taff recommendation to its Board that diesel 
exhaust be listed by the ARB as a Toxic Air Contaminant. 

. . 

I certify that the above is a true and correct copy of 
the findings adopted by the Scientific Review Panel 
on April 22, 1998 . 

. Froines, Ph.D 
i g Chairman, 

Scientific Review Panel 
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TABLE 1 

NONCANCERHEALTHVALUESAPPROVEDBYTHE 
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PANEL 

1998 

Acetaldehyde 9 µglm3 Respiratory System 

Diesel Exhaust 5 µg/m3 Respiratory System 

Inorganic Lead Cardiovascular Mortality 

Perchloroeth lene · 35 /m3 Aliment S stem Liver 

µg/m3
: microgram per cubic meter 
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TABLE2 

CANCER POTENCIES APPROVED BY THE SCIENTIFIC REVIEW PANEL 
. FROM 1984 TO 1998 

(in order of cancer potency) 

Dioxins 3.8 x 101 2.4 x 101 to 3.8 x 101 

Chromium VI 1.5 x 10·1 1.2 x 10·2 to 1.5 x 10·1 

Cadmium 4.2 x 10·3 2.0 x 10-3 to 1.2 x 10-2 

Inorganic Arsenic 3.3 x 10·3 6.3 x 10·4 to 1.3 x 10·2 

Benzo [a ]pyrene i.1 x io·3 1.1 x 10·3 to 3.3 x 10-3 

Diesel Exhaust . 3x10·4 1.3 x 10-4 to 2.4 x 10·3 

Nickei 2.6 x 10·4 2.1 x io-4 to 3.7 x 10-3 

1,3-Butadiene 1.7 x 10-4 4.4 x 10-6 to 3.6 x 10-4 

Ethylene Oxide 8.8 x 10-5 6.1x10"5 to 8.8 x 10·5 

Vinyl Chloride 7.8 x 10·5 9.8 x io-6 to 7.8 x 10-5 

Ethylene Dibromide 7.1x10-5 1.3 x 10-5 to 7 .1 x 10-5 

Carbon Tetrachloride 4.2 x 10·5 1.0 x 10·5 to 4.2 x 10-5 

Benzene 2.9 x 10·5 7.5 x 10"6 to 5.3 x io-5 

Ethylene Dichloride 2.2 x 10·5 1.3 x 10-5 to 2.2 x 10·5 

Inorganic Lead 1.2 x 10-5 1.2 x 10-5 to 6.5 x 10-5 

Perchloroethylene 5.9 x 10"6 3.0 x 10·1 to 1.1x10-5 

Formaldehyde 6.0X-10"6 2.5 x 10·1 to 3.3 x 10-5 

Chloroform 5.3 x 10"6 6.0 x 10·7 to 2.0 x 10-5 

Acetaldehyde 2.1 x io·6 9.7 x 10·7 to 2.7 x 10·5 

Trichloroethylene 2.0 x io-6 8.0 X 10·7 to 1.0 x 10·5 

Methylene Chloride 1.0 x 10"6 3.0 x 10·7 to 3.0 x 10"6 

Asbestos 1.9 x 10-4 Lung: 11 - 110 x 10"6 

(per I 00fiber/m3
) (per l 00 fiber/m3

) 

Mesothelioma: 
38 - 190 x 10"6 

(per 100 fiber/m3
) 

µg/m3
: microgram per cubic meter 
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TABLE3 

Comparison of Other Organizations' Estimated 95% Upper Confidence Limits of 
Lifetime Risk per µg/m3 Diesel Particulate Matter from Risk Assessments Based on 

Epidemiologic Data with OEHHA Estimates 

Epidemiologic analysis 3 x 104 

Epidemiologic analysish 3.6 x 10·4 to 2.4 x 10-3 

Epidemiologic analysis 2.8 x 10-4 to 1.8 x 10-3 

Epidemiologic analysis 1.3 to 7.2 x 10-4 

Epidemiologic analysis 3.8 x 10·4 to 1.9 x 10-3 

Epidemiologic analysis 1.4 x 10-3 

Epidemiologic analysis 2 x 10·3 

Epidemiologic analysis 1.3 x 10-4 to 1.3 x 10·2 

based on smoking-adjusted 
pooled RR 

case-control study of 
Garshick et al., 1987 

cohort study of 
Garshick et al., 1988 

cohort study, time varying 
cone., roof (3,50) pattern 

cohort study, time varying 
cone., ramp (1,50) pattern 

London transport studyc 

epidemiologic data of 
Garshick (top end of U.S. 
EPA'srange) 

using smoking adjusted RR 
and exposures of 5 or 

(1 3 

a) Bolded values are included in OEHHA's range of risk. 
b) Obtained by applying Harris' slope of 5 x 104 (µglm3 x yr)"1 to California life table. 
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Smith, 1998 

OEHHA, Part B, 
Section 7.3.3 

OEHHA, Part B, 
Section 7.3.4 

OEHHA, Part B, 
AppendixD 

OEHHA, Part B, 
AppendixD 

Harris, 1983 

U.S. EPA, 1998; 

OEHHA, Part B, 
Section 7 .3; bracketed 
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A. Introduction 

The Working Group I contribution to the IPCC's Fifth Assessment Report (ARS) considers new evidence of climate change 
based on many independent scientific analyses from observations of the climate system, paleoclimate archives, theoretical 
studies of climate processes and simulations using climate models. It builds upon the Working Group I contribution to the 
IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), and incorporates subsequent new findings of research. As a component of the 
fifth assessment cycle, the IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate 
Change Adaptation (SREX) is an important basis for information on changing weather and climate extremes. 

This Summary for Policymakers (SPM) follows the structure of the Working Group I report. The narrative is supported by a 
series of overarching highlighted conclusions which, taken together, provide a concise summary. Main sections are introduced 
with a brief paragraph in italics which outlines the methodological basis of the assessment. 

The degree of certainty in key findings in this assessment is based on the author teams' evaluations of underlying scientific 
understanding and is expressed as a qualitative level of confidence (from vety low to vety high) and, when possible, 
probabilistically with a quantified likelihood (from exceptionally unlikely to virtually certain). Confidence in the validity of 
a finding is based on the type, amount, quality, and consistency of evidence (e.g .. data, mechanistic understanding, theory, 
models, expert judgment) and the degree of agreement1• Probabilistic estimates of quantified measures of uncertainty in a 
finding are based on statistical analysis of observations or model results, or both, and expert judgment2• Where appropriate, 
findings are also form11lated as statements of fart witho11t 11sinr:i 11ncert;iinty f!llillifiers. (See Ch;ipter 1 and BoxTS.1 for more 
details about the specific language the IPCC uses to communicate uncertainty). 

The basis for substantive paragraphs in this Summary for Policymakers can be found in the chapter sections of the underlying 
report and in the Technical Summary. These references are given in curly brackets. 

B. Observed Changes in the Climate System 

Observations of the climate system are based on direct measurements and remote sensing from satellites and other platforms. 
Global-scale observations from the instrumental era began in the mid-19th centuty for temperature and other variables, with 
more comprehensive and diverse sets of observations available for the period 1950 onwards. Paleoclimate reconstructions 
extend some records back hundreds to millions of years. Together, they provide a comprehensive view of the variability and 
long-term changes in the atmosphere, the ocean, the ctyosphere, and the land surface. 
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· W<irmj ng qfthe climate syst~m i~ufleq~i~ocal,alld sin~e the 19sos,manYofJh~observed 
change~ are.• unprecedented hv~r d~cades to mitfennia. The atmosph~re art# oceari have 

> warmed, the amounts ()fsnow and ke.have diminished, sea leveihas risen)aridthe 
···•··. C:onc~htra1:io~s·ijf greenhous~ · gas~s'1a-V~ lncre~si;;d (se~ FiguresSPM.1,spl\11£ SPM.i~hd··· 

.· .·. SPM.4). {2.2,2.4, p,3.7, 4.2-lf.1, s:Z, "s.3, 5.~s.6,6.2, 13.21•. 

In this Summary for Policymakers, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: 
low, medium, or high. A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. 
for a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with 
increasing confidence (see Chapter 1 and Box TS.1 for more details). 

1 In this Summary for Policymakers, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: virtually certain 99-100% probability, 
very likely 90-100%, likely 6&-100%, about as likely as not 33-66%, unlikely 0-33%, very unlikely 0-10%, exceptionally unlikely 0-1 %. Additional terms (extremely likely: 
95-100%, more likely than not >50-100%, and extremely unlikely 0-5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see 
Chapter 1 and Box TS. 1 for more details). 
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B.1 Atmosphere 
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Eath.ofthe l~sfthr~e decadeshasbeen.succesSivelywanner.~tthetarth's surface than ~ny· 
prernding· decade sinee •·1sso (see fjQureSPM.1).•.1n 1he Northern Hemisphere, 1983-2012 
w;;i!)· fikelythe war01~.St 30-year peffodoftfia !ast .• 1400ygarsfrn~dium confiderjce)~{z.4, ~.3} 

• The globally averaged combined land and ocean surface temperature data as calculated by a linear trend, show a 
warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C3, over the period 1880 to 2012, when multiple independently produced datasets exist. 
The total increase between the average of the 1850-1900 period and the 2003-2012 period is 0.78 [0.72 to 0.85] °C, 
based on the single longest dataset available4 (see Figure SPM.1). {2.4} 

• For the longest period when calculation of regional trends is sufficiently complete (1901 to 2012), almost the entire globe 
has experienced surface warming (see Figure SPM.1 ). {2.4} 

• In addition to robust multi-decadal warming, global mean surface temperature exhibits substantial decadal and 
interannual variability (see Figure SPM.1 ). Due to natural variability, trends based on short records are very sensitive to 
the beginning and end dates and do not in general reflect long-term climate trends. As one example, the rate of warming 
over the past 15 years (1998-2012; 0.05 [--0.05 to 0.15] °C per decade), which begins with a strong El Nino, is smaller 
than the rate ca!cu!ated since 1951 (1951-2012; 0.12 [0.08 to 0.14] °C per decade)5. {2.4} 

• Continental-scale surface temperature reconstructions show, with high confidence, multi-decadal periods during 
the Medieval Climate Anomaly (year 950 to 1250) that were in some regions as warm as in the late 20th century. 
These regional warm periods did not occur as coherently across regions as the warming in the late 20th century (high 
confidence). {5.5} 

• It is virtually certain that globally the troposphere has warmed since the mid-20th century. More complete observations 
allow greater confidence in estimates of tropospheric temperature changes in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere 
than elsewhere. There is medium confidence in the rate of warming and its vertical structure in the Northern Hemisphere 
extra-tropical troposphere and low confidence elsewhere. {2.4} 

• Confidence in precipitation change averaged over global land areas since 1901 is low prior to 1951 and medium 
afterwards. Averaged over the mid-latitude land areas of the Northern Hemisphere, precipitation has increased since 
1901 (medium confidence before and high confidence after 1951 ). For other latitudes area-averaged long-term positive 
or negative trends have /ow confidence (see Figure SPM.2). {TS TFE.1, Figure 2; 2.5} 

• Changes in many extreme weather and climate events have been observed since about 1950 (see Table SPM.1 for 
details). It is very likely that the number of cold days and nights has decreased and the number of warm days and nights 
has increased on the global scale6• It is likely that the frequency of heat waves has increased in large parts of Europe, 
Asia and Australia. There are likely more land regions where the number of heavy precipitation events has increased than 
where it has decreased. The frequency or intensity of heavy precipitation events has likely increased in North America and 
Europe. In other continents, confidence in changes in heavy precipitation events is at most medium. {2.6} 

In the WGI contribution to the AR5, uncertainty is quantified using 90% uncertainty intervals unless otherwise stated. The 90% uncertainty interval, reported in square 
brackets, is expected to have a 90% likelihood of covering the value that is being estimated. Uncertainty intervals are not necessarily symmetric about the corresponding 
best estimate. A best estimate of that value is also given where available. 

Both methods presented in this bullet were also used in AR4. The first calculates the difference using a best fit linear trend of all points between 1880 and 2012. The second 
calculates the difference between averages for the two periods 1850-1900 and 2003-2012. Therefore, the resulting values and their 90% uncertainty intervals are not 
directly comparable. {2.4) 

5 Trends for 15-year periods starting in 1995, 1996, and 1997 are 0.13 [0.02 to 0.24] °C per decade, 0.14 [0.03 to 0.24] °C per decade, and, 0.07 [-0.02 to 0.18] 0
( per 

decade, respectively. 
6 See the Glossary for the definition of these terms: cold days/cold nights, warm days/warm nights, heat waves. 
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Figure SPM.1 I (a) Observed global mean combined land and ocean surface temperature anomalies, from 1850 to 2012 from three data sets. Top panel: 
annual mean values. Bottom panel: decadal mean values including the estimate of uncertainty for one dataset (black). Anomalies are relative to the mean 
of 1961-1990. (b) Map of the observed surface temperature change from 1901 to 2012 derived from temperature trends determined by linear regression 
from one dataset (orange line in panel a). Trends have been calculated where data availability permits a robust estimate (i.e., only for grid boxes with 
greater than 70% complete records and more than 20% data availability in the first and last 10% of the time period). Other areas are white. Grid boxes 
where the trend is significant at the 10% level are indicated by a+ sign. For a listing of the datasets and further technical details see the Technical Summary 
Supplementary Material. [Figures 2.19-2.21; Figure TS.2} 



Table SPM.1 J Extreme weather and climate events: Global-scale assessment of recent observed changes, human contribution to the changes, and projected further changes for the early (2016-2035) and late (2081-2100) 21st century. 
Bold indicates where the AR5 (black) provides a revised* global-scale assessment from the SREX (blue) or AR4 (red). Projections for early 21st century were not provided in previous assessment reports. Projections in the AR5 are relative to 
the reference period of 1986-2005, and use the new Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios (see Box SPM.1) unless otherwise specified. See the Glossary for definitions of extreme weather and climate events. 

Phenomenon arid 
direction of.trend 

Warmer and/or fewer• 
col.cl days a11d nights 
over. most land areas 

Warmer ahdlor. more 
frequent hot days .and 
nights over most land areas· 

Warm. spells/heat .waves. 
• l'r~q4ency <ind/or duration 
·increases' over most 
land areas 

Heavy precipitation eve11ts, 
ln~rease. in. the frequency; 
intensity, andl()r amount 
.of heavy predpitation · 

Assessmenfthat cllang~~iiC:cu~~ed (typicany• 
si11.ce 1 ~so ~!11.e~s .ot.herwise indicated). 

Very likely 

Very likely 
Very likely 

Very likely 
Very likely 

Medium confidence on a global scale 
likely in large parts of Europe, Asia and Australia 

Medium confidence in many (but not all) regions 
Likely 

(2.6} 

{2.6) 

{2.6} 

A.ssessment of a hurnan i .. • . < 
co. ntribUtion to. observed changes 

; ,, ' ,.;,·•,, •' ', ,'' ,',' 

Very likely 

Likely 
Likely 

Very likely 

Likely 
Likely (nights only) 

likely• 

Not formally assessed 
More likely than not 

{10.6) 

{10.6} 

{10.6) 

likely more land areas with increases than decreases' Medium confidence 

likely more land areas with increases than decreases 
Likely over most land areas 

Low confidence on a global scale 
Likely changes in some regions' 

Medium confidence in some regions 
Likely in many regions, since 1970' 

Low confidence in long term (centennial) changes 
Virtually certain in North Atlantic since 1970 

Low confidence 
Likely in some regions, since 1970 

Likely (since 1970) 

Likely (late 20th century) 
Likely 

{2.6) 

{2.6} 

{2.6} 

(3.7) 

{7.6, 10.6) 

Medium confidence 
More likely than not 

Low confidence (10.6} 

Medium confidence' 
More likely than not 

Low confidence' 
(10.6) 

Low confidence 
More likely than not 

likely' (3.7} 

Likely' 
More likely than not'• 

Likely 

Likely 

Not formally assessedb 

Likely over many land areas 

Low con;'idence' 

Low con;'idence 

Likely' 

{11.3) 

(11.3) 

{11.3) 

Virtually certain 

Virtually certain 
Virtually certain 

Virtually certain 

Virtually certain 
Virtually certain 

Very likely 

Very likely 
Very likely 

Very likely over most of the mid-latitude land 
masses and over wet tropical regions 

Likely over many areas 
Ve!)· likely over most land areas 

{11.3} Likely (medium confidence) on a regional to 
global scaleh 

Medium confidence in some regions 
Like/)" 

More likely than not in the Western North Pacific 
{11.3) and North Atlantici 

More likely than not in some basins 
Likely 

{13.7) Very likely' 

Very /ikelym 
Likely 

{12.4) 

{12.4} 

(12.4) 

{12.4) 

{14.6} 

(13.7) 

* The direct comparison of assessment f:ndings between reports is difficult. for some dim ate variables, different aspects have been assessed, and the revised guidance note on uncertainties has been used for the SREX and ARS. The availability of new information, improved scientific understanding, continued 
analyses of data and models, .and specific differences in methodologies applied in the assessed studies, a!! contribute to revised assessment findings. 

Notes: 
a Attribution is based on available case studies. It is likely that human influence has more than doubled the probability of occurrence of some observed heat waves in some locations. 
b Models project neaHerm increases in the duration, intensity and spatial extent of heat waves and warm spells. 
c In most continents, confidence in trends is not higher than medium except in North America and Europe where there have been likely increases in either the frequency or intensity of heavy prEcipitation with some seasonal and/or regional variation. It is very likely that there have been increases in central 

North America. 
d The frequency and intensity of drought has likely increased in the Mediterranean and West Africa, and likely decreased in central North America and north-west Australia. 
' AR4 assessed the area affected by drought. 
1 SREX assessed medium confidence that anthropogenic influence had contributed to some changes in the drought patterns observed in the second half of the 20th century, based on its attribut~d impact on precipitation ano temperature changes. SREX assessed low confidence in the attribution of changes 

in droughts at the !eve! of single regions. 
There is low confidence in projected changes in soil moisture. 
Regional to global-scale projected decreases in soil moisture and increased agricultural drought are likefy (medium confidence) in presently dry regions by the end of this century under the RCF'8.5 scenario. Soil moisture drying in the Mediterranean, Southwest US and southern African regions is consistent 
with projected changes in Hadley circulation and increased surface temperatures, so there is high confidence in likely surface drying in these regions by the end of this century under the RCP8 5 scenario. 

i There is medium confidence that a reduction in aerosol forcing over the North Atlantic has contributed at least in part to the observed increase in tropical cyclone activity since the 1970s in this region. 
Based on expert judgment and assessment of projections which use an SRES A 1 B (or similar) scenario. 
Attribution is based on the close relationship between observed changes in extreme and mean sea level. 

vi 1 There is high confidence that this increase in extreme high sea !eve! will primarily be the result of an increase in mean sea level. There is low confidence in region-specific projections of stormi1ess and associated storm surges. 
m SREX assessed it to be very likely that mean sea !eve! rise will contribute to future upward trends in extreme coastal high water levels. 
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Figure SPM.21 Maps of observed precipitation change from 1901to2010 and from 1951to2010 (trends in annual accumulation calculated using the 
same criteria as in Figure SPM.1) from one data set. For further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {TS TFE.1, Figure 2; 
Figure 2.29} 

B.2 Ocean 

Ocean warming dominates the illcr.easein e~e~~y stored in the climate system~ accciuntihg 
for more than 90%. of . el1er~y accumulat~d i)et\lveen 1971. and 2019 (fiigh confideni::e). 
!tis virtually certain thaf . ~µpper oce13n (O-]MITI}warmed from 197Jto 201{) {see figure· 
SPM.3), and it likely \ll(arfiiedbet\l\feen the 1si-0sand 1971. {i2,sox:3.11 <.···· 

• On a global scale, the ocean warming is largest near the surface, and the upper 75 m warmed by 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] 0
( 

per decade over the period 1971 to 2010. Since AR4, instrumental biases in upper-ocean temperature records have been 
identified and reduced, enhancing confidence in the assessment of change. {3.2} 

• It is likely that the ocean warmed between 700 and 2000 m from 1957 to 2009. Sufficient observations are available for 
the period 1992 to 2005 for a global assessment of temperature change below 2000 m. There were likely no significant 
observed temperature trends between 2000 and 3000 m for this period. It is likely that the ocean warmed from 3000 m 
to the bottom for this period, with the largest warming observed in the Southern Ocean. {3.2} 

• More than 60% of the net energy increase in the climate system is stored in the upper ocean (0-700 m) during the 
relatively well-sampled 40-year period from 1971 to 2010, and about 30% is stored in the ocean below 700 m. The 
increase in upper ocean heat content during this time period estimated from a linear trend is likely 17 [15 to 19] x 
1022 J 7 (see Figure SPM.3). {3.2, Box 3.1} 

• It is about as likely as not that ocean heat content.from 0-700 m increased more slowly during 2003 to 2010 than during 
1993 to 2002 (see Figure SPM.3). Ocean heat uptake from 700-2000 m, where interannual variability is smaller, likely 
continued unabated from 1993 to 2009. {3.2, Box 9.2} 

• It is very likely that regions of high salinity where evaporation dominates have become more saline, while regions of 
low salinity where precipitation dominates have become fresher since the 1950s. These regional trends in ocean salinity 
provide indirect evidence that evaporation and precipitation over the oceans have changed (medium confidence). {2.5, 
3.3, 3.5} 

• There is no observational evidence of a trend in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), based on the 
decade-long record of the complete AMOC and longer records of individual AMOC components. {3.6} 

7 A constant supply of heat through the ocean surface at the rate of 1 W m-2 for 1 year would increase the ocean heat content by 1.1 x 1022 J. 
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B.3 Cryosphere 

. Qverthe last two decades, the Greenland and A~tarcticice Sfl(:!~ts have been losing mass, 
glader,sba\fe·· continued to.•shrink·almost worldwide; and Arcticsea ..• ice •. and Northern 
HerriisphE;respring snow cover have ccmtinuecUo decrease ip, extent{highcoilfidence). (see 
FigureSPIVl.3). {4.2-4.7} 

• The average rate of ice loss8 from glaciers around the world, excluding glaciers on the periphery of the ice sheets9, was 
very likely 226 [91 to 361] Gt yr1 over the period 1971 to 2009, and very likely 275 [140 to 41 O] Gt yr1 over the period 
1993 to 200910_ {4.3} 

• The average rate of ice loss from the Greenland ice sheet has very likely substantially increased from 34 [--fi to 74] Gt yr1 

over the period 1992 to 2001 to 215 [157 to 274] Gt yr1 over the period 2002 to 2011. {4.4} 

• The average rate of ice loss from the Antarctic ice sheet has likely increased from 30 [-37 to 97] Gt yr1 over the period 
1992-2001 to 147 [72 to 221] Gt yr1 over the period 2002 to 2011. There is very high confidence that these losses are 
mainly from the northern Antarctic Peninsula and the Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica. {4.4} 

• The annual mean Arctic sea ice extent decreased over the period i 979 to 20i 2 with a rate that was very iikeiy in the 
range 3.5 to 4.1 % per decade (range of 0.45 to 0.51 million km2 per decade), and very likely in the range 9.4 to 13.6% 
per decade (range of 0.73 to 1.07 million km2 per decade) for the summer sea ice minimum (perennial sea ice). The 
average decrease in decadal mean extent of Arctic sea ice has been most rapid in summer (high confidence); the spatial 
extent has decreased in every season, and in every successive decade since 1979 (high confidence) (see Figure SPM.3). 
There is medium confidence from reconstructions that over the past three decades, Arctic summer sea ice retreat was 
unprecedented and sea surface temperatures were anomalously high in at least the last 1,450 years. {4.2, 5.5} 

• It is very likely that the annual mean Antarctic sea ice extent increased at a rate in the range of 1.2 to 1.8% per decade 
(range of 0.13 to 0.20 million km2 per decade) between 1979 and 2012. There is high confidence that there are strong 
regional differences in this annual rate, with extent increasing in some regions and decreasing in others. {4.2} 

• There is very high confidence that the extent of Northern Hemisphere snow cover has decreased since the mid-20th 
century (see Figure SPM.3). Northern Hemisphere snow cover extent decreased 1.6 [0.8 to 2.4] % per decade for March 
and April, and 11. 7 [8.8 to 14.6] % per decade for June, over the 1967 to 2012 period. During this period, snow cover 
extent in the Northern Hemisphere did not show a statistically significant increase in any month. {4.5} 

• There is high confidence that permafrost temperatures have increased in most regions since the early 1980s. Observed 
warming was up to 3°( in parts of Northern Alaska (early 1980s to mid-2000s) and up to 2°( in parts of the Russian 
European North (1971 to 201 O). In the latter region, a considerable reduction in permafrost thickness and areal extent 
has been observed over the period 1975 to 2005 (medium confidence). {4.7} 

• Multiple lines of evidence support very substantial Arctic warming since the mid-20th century. {Box 5.1, 10.3} 

8 All references to 'ice loss' or 'mass loss' refer to net ice loss, i.e., accumulation minus melt and iceberg calving. 

9 For methodological reasons, this assessment of ice loss from the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets includes change in the glaciers on the periphery. These peripheral glaciers 
are thus excluded from the values given for glaciers. 

10 100 Gt yr1 of ice loss is equivalent to about 0.28 mm yr-1 of global mean sea level rise. 
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Figure SPM.3 I Multiple observed indicators of a changing global climate: (a) Extent of Northern Hemisphere March-April (spring) average snow cover; (b) 
extent of Arctic July-August-September (summer) average sea ice; (c) change in global mean upper ocean (0-700 m) heat content aligned to 2006-2010, 
and relative to the mean of all datasets for 1970; (d) global mean sea level relative to the 1900-1905 mean of the longest running dataset, and with all 
datasets aligned to have the same value in 1993, the first year of satellite altimetry data. All time-series (coloured lines indicating different data sets) show 
annual values, and where assessed, uncertainties are indicated by coloured shading. See Technical Summary Supplementary Material for a listing of the 
datasets. [Figures 3.2, 3.13, 4.19, and 4.3; FAQ 2.1, Figure 2; Figure TS.1) 
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B.4 Sea Level 
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·The rate•.of se'aJevel ri.sesil'lc~ the micl~19tn .dfo1:ufy.l1asbeenJ<1rger·than. the.mean 
during the previous tworJ'lill.ennia. (high confidence). ··over .the period .. 1901to 201 o, ·global 
mean sea·l:ev~l rose byJf19·[0.17to.o.211.m {see Figure SPM3). {3.7. s.6,.13.zJ 

• Proxy and instrumental sea level data indicate a transition in the late 19th to the early 20th century from relatively low 
mean rates of rise over the previous two millennia to higher rates of rise (high confidence). It is likely that the rate of 
global mean sea level rise has continued to increase since the early 20th century. {3.7, 5.6, 13.2} 

• It is vel}' likely that the mean rate of global averaged sea level rise was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr1 between 1901 and 2010, 
2.0 [1.7 to 2.3] mm yr1 between 1971 and 2010, and 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr1 between 1993 and 2010. Tide-gauge and 
satellite altimeter data are consistent regarding the higher rate of the latter period. It is likely that similarly high rates 
occurred between 1920 and 1950. {3.7} 

• Since the early 1970s, glacier mass loss and ocean thermal expansion from warming together explain about 75% of the 
observed global mean sea level rise (high confidence). Over the period 1993 to 2010, global mean sea level rise is, with 
high confidence, consistent with the sum of the observed contributions from ocean thermal expansion due to warming 
(1.1 [0.8 to 1.4j mm yr1), from changes in glaciers (0.76 [0.39 to i .BJ mm yr1), Greenland ice sheet (0.33 [0.25 to 0.4i] 
mm yr1), Antarctic ice sheet (0.27 [0.16 to 0.38] mm yr1), and land water storage (0.38 [0.26 to 0.49] mm yr1). The sum 
of these contributions is 2.8 [2.3 to 3.4] mm yr1. {13.3} 

• There is Ve!}' high confidence that maximum global mean sea level during the last interglacial period (129,000 to 116,000 
years ago) was, for several thousand years, at least 5 m higher than present, and high confidence that it did not exceed 
10 m above present. During the last interglacial period, the Greenland ice sheet vel}' likely contributed between 1.4 and 
4.3 m to the higher global mean sea level, implying with medium confidence an additional contribution from the Antarctic 
ice sheet. This change in sea level occurred in the context of different orbital forcing and with high-latitude surface 
temperature, averaged over several thousand years, at least 2°C warmer than present (high confidence). {5.3, 5.6} 

B.5 Carbon and Other Biogeochemical Cycles 
--- -. - -- -- - - --- - - -- -- - --- - . ·-- - - - -- - - --- - - - - ----~ --- - -- - - - --- --- - - - - - - - - - - - . ,. . - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - . 

The at~osph~rk concentrations.·.of carbon dioxide, methane, and •nitro~s oxide.· have 
increased to• level~uflprecedel1ted · in .. •at/ lea.st.the last. 800,00ll Years;· farbol1 cfiox.ide 
conce11frations have incr~aset:f by 40% sine~ pre-industrial times, primarily frC>rn fqssi!fuel 
erni~sions ·.and second~rily frorn ... net·land use change .. emissidns. "fhe ocean .. • has .alJsorbed 
about30o/a of the. emitted anthropogenic carbon dioxide, causing riC:ean addifii:ation (see 
Figure se1V1.4>.{Z.i3.s,s.2,6.Z,s:3} · · · · ·· · · ·· · · · · 

• The atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide (C02), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N20) 
have all increased since 1750 due to human activity. In 2011 the concentrations of these greenhouse gases were 391 
ppm11 , 1803 ppb, and 324 ppb, and exceeded the pre-industrial levels by about 40%, 150%, and 20%, respectively. {2.2, 
5.2, 6.1, 6.2} 

• Concentrations of C02, CH 4, and N20 now substantially exceed the highest concentrations recorded in ice cores during 
the past 800,000 years. The mean rates of increase in atmospheric concentrations over the past century are, with vel}' 
high confidence, unprecedented in the last 22,000 years. {5.2, 6.1, 6.2} 

11 ppm (parts per million) or ppb (parts per billion, 1 billion~ 1,000 million) is the ratio of the number of gas molecules to the total number of molecules of dry air. for example, 
300 ppm means 300 molecules of a gas per million molecules of dry air. 
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• Annual C02 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production were 8.3 [7.6 to 9.0] GtC12 yr1 averaged over 
2002-2011 (high confidence) and were 9.5 [8.7 to 10.3] GtC yr1 in 2011, 54% above the 1990 level. Annual net C02 

.emissions from anthropogenic land use change were 0.9 [0.1 to 1.7] GtC yr1 on average during 2002 to 2011 (medium 
confidence). {6.3} 

• From 1750 to 2011, C02 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production have released 375 [345 to 405] 
GtC to the atmosphere, while deforestation and other land use change are estimated to have released 180 [100 to 260] 
GtC. This results in cumulative anthropogenic emissions of 555 [470 to 640] GtC. {6.3} 

• Of these cumulative anthropogenic C02 emissions, 240 [230 to 250] GtC have accumulated in the atmosphere, 155 [125 
to 185] GtC have been taken up by the ocean and 160 [70 to 250] GtC have accumulated in natural terrestrial ecosystems 
(i.e., the cumulative residual land sink). {Figure TS.4, 3.8, 6.3} 

• Ocean acidification is quantified by decreases in pH 13 • The pH of ocean surface water has decreased by 0.1 since the 
beginning of the industrial era (high confidence), corresponding to a 26% increase in hydrogen ion concentration (see 
Figure SPM.4). {3.8, Box 3.2} 
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Figure SPM.4 I Multiple observed indicators of a changing global carbon cycle: (a) atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (C02) from Mauna Loa 
(19°32'N, 155°34'W- red) and South Pole (89°59'S, 24°48'W-black) since 1958; (b) partial pressure of dissolved C02 at the ocean surface (blue curves) 
and in situ pH (green curves), a measure of the acidity of ocean water. Measurements are from three stations from the Atlantic (29°1 O'N, 15°30'W - dark 
blue/dark green; 31°40'N, 64°1 O'W- blue/green) and the Pacific Oceans (22°45'N, 158°00'W - light blue/light green). Full details of the datasets shown 
here are provided in the underlying report and the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {Figures 2.1 and 3.18; Figure TS.5} 

12 1 Gigatonne of carbon= 1 GtC = 1015 grams of carbon. This corresponds to 3.667 GtC02• 

13 pH is a measure of acidity using a logarithmic scale: a pH decrease of 1 unit corresponds to a 10-fold increase in hydrogen ion concentration, or acidity. 
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C. Drivers of Climate Change 

Natural and anthropogenic substances and processes that alter the Earth's energy budget are drivers of climate change. 
Radiative forcing 14 (RF) quantifies the change in energy fluxes caused by changes in these drivers for 2011 relative to 1750, 
unless otherwise indicated. Positive RF leads to surface warming, negative RF leads to surface cooling. RF is estimated based 
on in-situ and remote observations, properties of greenhouse gases and aerosols, and calculations using numerical models 
representing observed processes. Some emitted compounds affect the atmospheric concentration of other substances. The RF 
can be reported based on the concentration changes of each substance15• Alternatively, the emission-based RF of a compound 
can be reported which provides a more direct link to human activities. It includes contributions from all substances affected 
by that emission. The total anthropogenic RF of the two approaches are identical when considering all drivers. Though both 
approaches are used in this Summary for Policymakers, emission-based RFs are emphasized. 

- --_- ~ -~ -: :-- --=- : -_- : _: :-: - - -_-_-_--:_- _-- - -: - . _- ---: ---:: - :- - - -: : =-:-;-~ ::::':: ---------:_:_ :_-:' ---~ ---~_'::-;-~_; :_- _;:; --' _:-:-'.' -_=::-;-' '.-'._:-- ----~::--:--:_: --'_ --:_: : -----' : -~ :, : -< - . -~·· ·.· .. 

fotalradiative fol°dng is positive, ~ndh~s ledt() aht~t~keqfenergybythe dirriafo systelTI. 
. The largest contribution to totai radiative forcing is cause~ by the increase in the atmospheric 

t. ol1cenfratidn. o. f.C02 since 1750 (see Figure SPM .5). {3.:i, Bo~ i 1, 8 .. 3.~ s .. s}. . . . . 
-·-- - - -· - -- - - -

• The total anthropogenic RF for 2011 relative to 1750 is 2.29 [1.13 to 3.33] W m-2 (see Figure SPM.5), and it has increased 
more rapidly since 1970 than during prior decades. The total anthropogenic RF best estimate for 2011 is 43% higher than 
that reported in AR4 for the year 2005. This is caused by a combination of continued giovvth in mos.t gieenhouse gas 
concentrations and improved estimates of RF by aerosols indicating a weaker net cooling effect (negative RF). {8.5} 

• The RF from emissions of well-mixed greenhouse gases (COi- CH4, N20, and Halocarbons) for 2011 relative to 1750 is 
3.00 [2.22 to 3.78] W m-2 (see Figure SPM.5). The RF from changes in concentrations in these gases is 2.83 [2.26 to 3.40] 
W m-2• {8.5} 

• Emissions of C02 alone have caused an RF of 1.68 [1.33 to 2.03] W m-2 (see Figure SPM.5). Including emissions of other 
carbon-containing gases, which also contributed to the increase in C02 concentrations, the RF of C02 is 1.82 [l.46 to 
2.18] W m-2• {8.3, 8.5} 

• Emissions of CH4 alone have caused an RF of 0.97 [0.74 to 1.20] W m-2 (see Figure SPM.5). This is much larger than the 
concentration-based estimate of 0.48 [0.38 to 0.58] W m-2 (unchanged from AR4). This difference in estimates is caused 
by concentration changes in ozone and stratospheric water vapour due to CH4 emissions and other emissions indirectly 
affecting CH4• {8.3, 8.5} 

• Emissions of stratospheric ozone-depleting halocarbons have caused a net positive RF of 0.18 [0.01 to 0.35] W m-2 (see 
Figure SPM.5). Their own positive RF has outweighed the negative RF from the ozone depletion that they have induced. 
The positive RF from all halocarbons is similar to the value in AR4, with a reduced RF from CFCs but increases from many 
of their substitutes. {8.3, 8.5} 

• Emissions of short-lived gases contribute to the total anthropogenic RF. Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) are virtually 
certain to have induced a positive RF, while emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO,) are likely to have induced a net negative 
RF (see Figure SPM.5). {8.3, 8.5} 

• The RF of the total aerosol effect in the atmosphere, which includes cloud adjustments due to aerosols, is --0.9 [-1.9 to 
-0.1] W m-2 (medium confidence), and results from a negative forcing from most aerosols and a positive contribution 

14 The strength of drivers is quantified as Radiative Forcing (RF) in units watts per square metre (W m-2) as in previous IPCC assessments. RF is the change in energy flux 
caused by a driver, and is calculated at the tropopause or at the top of the atmosphere. In the traditional RF concept employed in previous IPCC reports all surface and 
tropospheric conditions are kept fixed. In calculations of RF for well-mixed greenhouse gases and aerosols in this report, physical variables, except for the ocean and sea 
ice, are allowed to respond to perturbations with rapid adjustments. The resulting forcing is called Effective Radiative Forcing (ERF) in the underlying report. This change 
reflects the scientific progress from previous assessments and results in a better indication of the eventual temperature response for these drivers. For all drivers other than 
well·mixed greenhouse gases and aerosols, rapid adjustments are less well characterized and assumed to be small, and thus the traditional RF is used. [8.1) 

is This approach was used to report RF in the AR4 Summary for Policymakers. 
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from black carbon absorption of solar radiation. There is high confidence that aerosols and their interactions with clouds 
have offset a substantial portion of global mean forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases. They continue to contribute 
the largest uncertainty to the total RF estimate. {7.5, 8.3, 8.5} 

• The forcing from stratospheric volcanic aerosols can have a large impact on the climate for some years after volcanic 
eruptions. Several small eruptions have caused an RF of-0.11 [-0.15 to -0.08] W m-2 for the years 2008 to 2011, which 
is approximately twice as strong as during the years 1999 to 2002. {8.4} 

• The RF due to changes in solar irradiance is estimated as 0.05 [0.00 to 0.1 O] W m-2 (see Figure SPM.5). Satellite obser
vations of total solar irradiance changes from 1978 to 2011 indicate that the last solar minimum was lower than the 
previous two. This results in an RF of -0.04 [-0.08 to 0.00] W m-2 between the most recent minimum in 2008 and the 
1986 minimum. {8.4} 

• The total natural RF from solar irradiance changes and stratospheric volcanic aerosols made only a small contribution to 
the net radiative forcing throughout the last century, except for brief periods after large volcanic eruptions. {8.5} 
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Figure SPM.5 J Radiative forcing estimates in 2011 relative to 1750 and aggregated uncertainties for the main drivers of climate change. Values are 
global average radiative forcing (RF14), partitioned according to the emitted compounds or processes that result in a combination of drivers. The best esti
mates of the net radiative forcing are shown as black diamonds with corresponding uncertainty intervals; the numerical values are provided on the right 
of the figure, together with the confidence level in the net forcing (VH - Ve!}' high, H -high, M -medium, L - /ow, VL- vel}' low). Albedo forcing due to 
black carbon on snow and ice is included in the black carbon aerosol bar. Small forcings due to contrails (0.05 W m-2, including contrail induced cirrus), 
and HFCs, PFCs and SF6 (total 0.03 W m-2) are not shown. Concentration-based RFs for gases can be obtained by summing the like-coloured bars. Volcanic 
forcing is not included as its episodic nature makes is difficult to compare to other forcing mechanisms. Total anthropogenic radiative forcing is provided 
for three different years relative to 1750. For further technical details, including uncertainty ranges associated with individual components and processes, 
see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. (8.5; Figures 8.14-8.18; Figures TS.6 and TS. 7) 
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D. Understanding the Climate System and its Recent Changes 

Understanding recent changes in the climate system results from combining observations, studies of feedback processes, and 
model simulations. Evaluation of the ability of climate models to simulate recent changes requires consideration of the state 
of all modelled climate system components at the start of the simulation and the natural and anthropogenic forcing used to 
drive the models. Compared to AR4, more detailed and longer observations and improved climate models now enable the 
attribution of a human contribution to detected changes in more climate system components. 

. - - - - - -

Human influence on thedifiiate system iscfoc;r.Thisisevidet1tfrom the increasing greenhbl.i~~·· 
ga.5 concentrati(ins in th~ citrnospbel'e, positiveiadiati\le forcing, observed· .. warming, an(! 

. understanding of the.climate sy~te[l:J2~14} . . . 

D.1 Evaluation of Climate Models 
-_.,--,,- _-_co- -- --.:_-,-_,---:-_--_,,_-,--_,-,_---.-- -o-_o_-o-o_o_·_-,-,,_,-,"-------- "°'------oo·oo---,----co·c 

Climate models .. have·. improved si~ceithe lR~. Models repr~~u~e ~bsehred ~ontinental- ... 
scale surf;;ice temperature patterns a:ndtrehds over many dE)cac!E~s~ lr1dtiding.tliefoore rapig 

•. \/Yarming since the mid~:l0thce11tury arld the .. cooiing imn)e~iatei{follo\Ning]arge volcanic . 
erµptiohs(very.hign co11.fidence). {9.4; 

• The long-term climate model simulations show a trend in global-mean surface temperature from 1951 to 2012 that 
agrees with the observed trend (vety high confidence). There are, however, differences between simulated and observed 
trends over periods as short as 10 to 15 years (e.g., 1998 to 2012). {9.4, Box 9.2} 

• The observed reduction in surface warming trend over the period 1998 to 2012 as compared to the period 1951to2012, 
is due in roughly equal measure to a reduced trend in radiative forcing and a cooling contribution from natural internal 
variability, which includes a possible redistribution of heat within the ocean (medium confidence). The reduced trend 
in radiative forcing is primarily due to volcanic eruptions and the timing of the downward phase of the 11-year solar 
cycle. However, there is low confidence in quantifying the role of changes in radiative forcing in causing the reduced 
warming trend. There is medium confidence that natural internal decadal variability causes to a substantial degree the 
difference between observations and the simulations; the latter are not expected to reproduce the timing of natural 
internal variability. There may also be a contribution from forcing inadequacies and, in some models, an overestimate of 
the response to increasing greenhouse gas and other anthropogenic forcing (dominated by the effects of aerosols). {9.4, 
Box 9.2, 10.3, Box 10.2, 11.3} 

• On regional scales, the confidence in model capability to simulate surface temperature is less than for the larger scales. 
However, there is high confidence that regional-scale surface temperature is better simulated than at the time of the AR4. 
{9.4, 9.6} 

• There has been substantial progress in the assessment of extreme weather and climate events since AR4. Simulated 
global-mean trends in the frequency of extreme warm and cold days and nights over the second half of the 20th century 
are generally consistent with observations. {9.5} 

• There has been some improvement in the simulation of continental-scale patterns of precipitation since the AR4. At 
regional scales, precipitation is not simulated as well, and the assessment is hampered by observational uncertainties. 
{9.4, 9.6} 

• Some important climate phenomena are now better reproduced by models. There is high confidence that the statistics of 
monsoon and El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) based on multi-model simulations have improved since AR4. {9.5} 
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• Climate models now include more cloud and aerosol processes, and their interactions, than at the time of the AR4, but 
there remains low confidence in the representation and quantification of these processes in models. {7.3, 7.6, 9.4, 9.7} 

• There is robust evidence that the downward trend in Arctic summer sea ice extent since 1979 is now reproduced by more 
models than at the time of the AR4, with about one-quarter of the models showing a trend as large as, or larger than, 
the trend in the observations. Most models simulate a small downward trend in Antarctic sea ice extent, albeit with large 
inter-model spread, in contrast to the small upward trend in observations. {9.4} 

• Many models reproduce the observed changes in upper-ocean heat content (0-700 m) from 1961 to 2005 (high 
confidence), with the multi-model mean time series falling within the range of the available observational estimates for 
most of the period. {9.4} 

• Climate models that include the carbon cycle (Earth System Models) simulate the global pattern of ocean-atmosphere 
C02 fluxes, with outgassing in the tropics and uptake in the mid and high latitudes. In the majority of these models the 
sizes of the simulated global land and ocean carbon sinks over the latter part of the 20th century are within the range of 
observational estimates. {9.4} 

D.2 Quantification of Climate System Responses 

- - - - - - - ,-, ' : : ' - ' - - - - - - :-_ -, - - - - ' - ' - - : : : ' - - - -_ - - ' - : ' : ; - : -- - - - - ; - - -_ ' ~ ' - - - - --, -, - ' - --; ' : : - -- : ; - - - ' ; - ': - --- ' -- ' -_ - - - : 'c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

. ObserifktionaLand model stt!f:Hes o(temper~t~re change, climatef~edba~ks arid changes in . 
the Eartks energy budgettogeth~Yprovlde ccmfidel1ce iri·the.!TlagnifodeofglClbcil warming 
in' responseto past ahdflltt1ref O!fi l'lg '. {Boi 12.i, Box13.1} 

• The net feedback from the combined effect of changes in water vapour, and differences between atmospheric and 
surface warming is extremely likely positive and therefore amplifies changes in climate. The net radiative feedback due to 
all cloud types combined is likely positive. Uncertainty in the sign and magnitude of the cloud feedback is due primarily 
to continuing uncertainty in the impact of warming on low clouds. {7.2} 

• The equilibrium climate sensitivity quantifies the response of the climate system to constant radiative forcing on multi
century time scales. It is defined as the change in global mean surface temperature at equilibrium that is caused by a 
doubling of the atmospheric C02 concentration. Equilibrium climate sensitivity is likely in the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C (high 
confidence), extremely unlikely less than 1°C (high confidence), and very unlikely greater than 6°C (medium confidence)16• 

The lower temperature limit of the assessed likely range is thus less than the 2°C in the AR4, but the upper limit is the 
same. This assessment reflects improved understanding, the extended temperature record in the atmosphere and ocean, 
and new estimates of radiative forcing. {TS TFE.6, Figure 1; Box 12.2} 

• The rate and magnitude of global climate change is determined by radiative forcing, climate feedbacks and the storage 
of energy by the climate system. Estimates of these quantities for recent decades are consistent with the assessed 
likely range of the equilibrium climate sensitivity to within assessed uncertainties, providing strong evidence for our 
understanding of anthropogenic climate change. {Box 12.2, Box 13.1} 

• The transient climate response quantifies the response of the climate system to an increasing radiative forcing on a decadal 
to century timescale. It is defined as the change in global mean surface temperature at the time when the atmospheric C02 

concentration has doubled in a scenario of concentration increasing at 1 % per year. The transient climate response is likely 
in the range of 1.0°C to 2.5°C (high confidence) and extremely unlikely greater than 3°C. {Box 12.2} 

• A related quantity is the transient climate response to cumulative carbon emissions (TCRE). It quantifies the transient 
response of the climate system to cumulative carbon emissions (see Section E.8). TCRE is defined as the global mean 

16 No best estimate for equilibrium climate sensitivity can now be given because of a lack of agreement on values across assessed lines of evidence and studies. 
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surface temperature change per 1000 GtC emitted to the atmosphere. TCRE is likely in the range of 0.8°C to 2.5°C per 
1000 GtC CJnd applies for cumulative emissions up to about 2000 GtC until the time temperatures peak (see Figure 
SPM.1 O). {12.5, Box 12.2} 

• Various metrics can be used to compare the contributions to climate change of emissions of different substances. The 
most appropriate metric and time horizon will depend on which aspects of climate change are considered most important 
to a particular application. No single metric can accurately compare all consequences of different emissions, and all have 
limitations and uncertainties. The Global Warming Potential is based on the cumulative radiative forcing over a particular 
time horizon, and the Global Temperature Change Potential is based on the change in global mean surface temperature 
at a chosen point in time. Updated values are provided in the underlying Report. {8. 7} 

D.3 Detection and Attribution of Climate Change 

H l.lrn~n iMfl~~nceh~s hi:ieri detected.ir)Wa~ming ofthe.atmosphere<'!nd the ocean, i~ change/;•·•· 
inthe global wat~rcycle, .• in redu.ctions.il1 sno\l'.( .. and .. ic.e~·.·in glob~! mea{sea.level rise,·a~d· 
in· changes in soijl~ dimate e~tremes (see Figur~ SPfy'1~6 andJable SPM.1). This evidence for 
human influence hasijro:\Afn si11ce AR4.ltisextremeljiiikely that human influence hasbeen 
the dominant cause ptttie observed warming slfice the mid-20th century. {10.3-10:6, 10.9} 

• It is extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase in global average surface temperature from 1951 to 
2010 was caused by the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations and other anthropogenic forcings 
together. The best estimate of the human-induced contribution to warming is similar to the observed warming over this 
period. {10.3} 

• Greenhouse gases contributed a global mean surface warming likely to be in the range of 0.5°C to 1.3°C over the period 
1951 to 2010, with the contributions from other anthropogenic forcings, including the cooling effect of aerosols, likely to 
be in the range of -0.6°C to 0.1°C. The contribution from natural forcings is likely to be in the range of -0.1°C to 0.1°(, 
and from natural internal variability is likely to be in the range of -0.1°C to 0.1°C. Together these assessed contributions 
are consistent with the observed warming of approximately 0.6°C to 0.7°C over this period. {10.3} 

• Over every continental region except Antarctica, anthropogenic forcings have likely made a substantial contribution to 
surface temperature increases since the mid-20th century (see Figure SPM.6). For Antarctica, large observational uncer
tainties result in low confidence that anthropogenic forcings have contributed to the observed warming averaged over 
available stations. It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic contribution to the very substantial Arctic warming 
since the mid-20th century. {2.4, 10.3} 

• It is very likely that anthropogenic influence, particularly greenhouse gases and stratospheric ozone depletion, has led 
to a detectable observed pattern of tropospheric warming and a corresponding cooling in the lower stratosphere since 
1961. {2.4, 9.4, 10.3} 

• It is very likely that anthropogenic forcings have made a substantial contribution to increases in global upper ocean heat 
content (0-700 m) observed since the 1970s (see Figure SPM.6). There is evidence for human influence in some individual 
ocean basins. {3.2, 10.4} 

• It is likely that anthropogenic influences have affected the global water cycle since 1960. Anthropogenic influences have 
contributed to observed increases in atmospheric moisture content in the atmosphere (medium confidence), to global
scale changes in precipitation patterns over land (medium confidence), to intensification of heavy precipitation over land 
regions where data are sufficient (medium confidence), and to changes in surface and sub-surface ocean salinity (very 
likely). {2.5, 2.6, 3.3, 7.6, 10.3, 10.4} 
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Figure SPM.6 I Comparison of observed and simulated climate change based on three large-scale indicators in the atmosphere, the cryosphere and 
the ocean: change in continental land surface air temperatures (yellow panels), Arctic and Antarctic September sea ice extent (white panels), and upper 
ocean heat content in the major ocean basins (blue panels). Global average changes are also given. Anomalies are given relative to 1880-1919 for surface 
temperatures, 1960-1980 for ocean heat content and 1979-1999 for sea ice. All time-series are decadal averages, plotted at the centre of the decade. 
For temperature panels, observations are dashed lines if the spatial coverage of areas being examined is below 50%. For ocean heat content and sea ice 
panels the solid line is where the coverage of data is good and higher in quality, and the dashed line is where the data coverage is only adequate, and 
thus, uncertainty is larger. Model results shown are Coupled Model lntercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) multi-model ensemble ranges, with shaded 
bands indicating the 5 to 95% confidence intervals. For further technical details, including region definitions see the Technical Summary Supplementary 
Material. {Figure 10.21; Figure TS.12) 
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• There has been further strengthening of the evidence for human influence on temperature extremes since the SREX. It 
is now very likely that human influence has contributed to observed global scale changes in the frequency and intensity 
of daily temperature extremes since the mid-20th century, and likely that human influence has more than doubled the 
probability of occurrence of heat waves in some locations (see Table SPM.1 ). {10.6} 

• Anthropogenic influences have very likely contributed to Arctic sea ice loss since 1979. There is low confidence in the 
scientific understanding of the small observed increase in Antarctic sea ice extent due to the incomplete and competing 
scientific explanations for the causes of change and low confidence in estimates of natural internal variability in that 
region (see Figure SPM.6). {10.5} 

• Anthropogenic influences likely contributed to the retreat of glaciers since the 1960s and to the increased surface mass 
loss of the Greenland ice sheet since 1993. Due to a low level of scientific understanding there is low confidence in 
attributing the causes of the observed loss of mass from the Antarctic ice sheet over the past two decades. {4.3, 10.5} 

• It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic contribution to observed reductions in Northern Hemisphere spring snow 
cover since 1970. {10.5} 

• It is very likely that there is a substantial anthropogenic contribution to the global mean sea level rise since the 1970s. 
This is based on the high confidence in an anthropogenic influence on the two largest contributions to sea level rise, that 
is thermal expansion and glacier mass loss. {10.4, 10.5, 13.3} 

• There is high confidence that changes in total solar irradiance have not contributed to the increase in global mean 
surface temperature over the period 1986 to 2008, based on direct satellite measurements of total solar irradiance. There 
is medium confidence that the 11-year cycle of solar variability influences decadal climate fluctuations in some regions. 
No robust association between changes in cosmic rays and cloudiness has been identified. {7.4, 10.3, Box 10.2} 

E. future Global and Regional Climate Change 

Projections of changes in the climate system are made using a hierarchy of climate models ranging from simple climate 
models, to models of intermediate complexity, to comprehensive climate models, and Earth System Models. These models 
simulate changes based on a set of scenarios of anthropogenic forcings. A new set of scenarios, the Representative 
Concentration Pathways (RCPs), was used for the new climate model simulations carried out under the framework of the 
Coupled Model lntercomparison Project Phase 5 (CM/PS) of the World Climate Research Programme. In all RCPs, atmospheric 
C02 concentrations are higher in 2100 relative to present day as a result of a further increase of cumulative emissions of 
C02 to the atmosphere during the 21st century (see Box SPM.1 ). Projections in this Summary for Policymakers are for the 
end of the 21st century (2081-2100) given relative to 1986-2005, unless otherwise stated. To place such projections in 
historical context, it is necessary to consider observed changes between different periods. Based on the longest global 
surface temperature dataset available, the observed change between the average of the period 1850-1900 and of the ARS 
reference period is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67} 0 C. However, warming has occurred beyond the average of the ARS reference period. 
Hence this is not an estimate of historical warming to present (see Chapter 2) . 

- --- --- -_ - _--_ - ·- ----- __ -_.-

. (:()!}tinuedemissions of.greenhouse gases wm.sause further warming apdchanges.inall 
t:orriponents . of. the di mate systern. limiting ~lil11ate change V\fm require substantial and 
~l!stainecl redudions~f greenhouse gas eli]Jssiqns. {6, 11.-1.iJ 

• Projections for the next few decades show spatial patterns of climate change similar to those projected for the later 
21st century but with smaller magnitude. Natural internal variability will continue to be a major influence on climate, 
particularly in the near-term and at the regional scale. By the mid-21st century the magnitudes of the projected changes 
are substantially affected by the choice of emissions scenario (Box SPM.1 ). {11.3, Box 11.1, Annex I} 
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• Projected climate change based on RCPs is similar to AR4 in both patterns and magnitude, after accounting for scenario 
differences. The overall spread of projections for the high RCPs is narrower than for comparable scenarios used in AR4 
because in contrast to the SRES emission scenarios used in AR4, the RCPs used in AR5 are defined as concentration 
pathways and thus carbon cycle uncertainties affecting atmospheric C02 concentrations are not considered in the 
concentration-driven CMIP5 simulations. Projections of sea level rise are larger than in the AR4, primarily because of 
improved modelling of land-ice contributions.{11.3, 12.3, 12.4, 13.4, 13.5} 

E.1 Atmosphere: Temperature 

...•.. 61~b~lsurface··temper~tur:•••c~ange •·for ... the····~nd···of .• t~e ..• 21st· ·ce.ntury •.• is •. lfkely .to •. e~cee~ 
· 15°Crelativeto.1850 to·1900J~rali RCP scenarioseixcept RCP2.6. It isfikelytoexceed :l"C 
for RCPii.O and RCPj3.5, and more likely than not to exceed 2°C forHCP4.S. Warming will 
continuebeyond210~t1.nder an···RCP ... scenarfos except RSP2.6. Warming. wm ccmtinue to·. 
e){hibit interannual~to-decadal yariability and· will not be regionally Uf)iform {see . Figures· 
SPM.7 (lhdSPM.8). [1.1.3, 12.3; ·-· .,, ...• _, .· 

• The global mean surface temperature change for the period 2016-2035 relative to 1986-2005 will likely be in the range 
of 0.3°( to 0.7°C (medium confidence). This assessment is based on multiple lines of evidence and assumes there will be 
no major volcanic eruptions or secular changes in total solar irradiance. Relative to natural internal variability, near-term 
increases in seasonal mean and annual mean temperatures are expected to be larger in the tropics and subtropics than 
in mid-latitudes (high confidence). {11.3} 

• Increase of global mean surface temperatures for 2081-2100 relative to 1986-2005 is projected to likely be in the 
ranges derived from the concentration-driven CMIP5 model simulations, that is, 0.3°C to 1. 7°C (RCP2.6), 1.1°C to 2.6°( 
(RCP4.5), 1.4°C to 3.1°( (RCP6.0), 2.6°( to 4.8°( (RCP8.5). The Arctic region will warm more rapidly than the global 
mean, and mean warming over land will be larger than over the ocean (vety high confidence) (see Figures SPM.7 and 
SPM.8, and Table SPM.2). {12.4, 14.8} 

• Relative to the average from year 1850 to 1900, global surface temperature change by the end of the 21st century is 
projected to likely exceed 1.5°( for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). Warming is likely to exceed 2°( for 
RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence), more likely than not to exceed 2°( for RCP4.5 (high confidence), but unlikely to 
exceed 2°( for RCP2.6 (medium confidence). Warming is unlikely to exceed 4°C for RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 (high 
confidence) and is about as likely as not to exceed 4°( for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {12.4} 

• It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent hot and fewer cold temperature extremes over most land areas on 
daily and seasonal timescales as global mean temperatures increase. It is vety likely that heat waves will occur with a 
higher frequency and duration. Occasional cold winter extremes will continue to occur (see Table SPM.1). {12.4} 

E.2 Atmosphere: Water Cycle 
- - --:------ ---: --: -,-_---- --:- - _-_- -_- --__ -_- --,-:. ~---__ ;:- - -_-_ --_--- =---: ---_- - -- -- ---- :---_-_--- -- -"-----:,---,--_- _-_- -=---,--- --

tn~ngesil1the global vv~teh:~de in .respof)seto tha 11\larming. over the2'lstcentury will not 
·.be uniform.The contrast in precipitation bet\l\feenwefand dry regions and·.between wet 
anddryse:ason.S.will increase, althollghthere n1ay be regiOnai exceptions{seeflgureSPM'.8); 
{12.4, 14;3} . 

• Projected changes in the water cycle over the next few decades show similar large-scale patterns to those towards the 
end of the century, but with smaller magnitude. Changes in the near-term, and at the regional scale will be strongly 
influenced by natural internal variability and may be affected by anthropogenic aerosol emissions. {11.3} 
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Figure SPM. 7 I CMIP5 multi-model simulated time series from 1950 to 2100 for (a) change in global annual mean surface temperature relative to 
1986-2005, (b) Northern Hemisphere September sea ice extent (5-year running mean), and (c) global mean ocean surface pH. Time series of projections 
and a measure of uncertainty (shading) are shown for scenarios RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP8.5 (red). Black (grey shading) is the modelled historical evolution 
using historical reconstructed forcings. The mean and associated uncertainties averaged over 2081-2100 are given for all RCP scenarios as colored verti
cal bars. The numbers of CMIP5 models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated. For sea ice extent (b), the projected mean and uncertainty 
(minimum-maximum range) of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea 
ice is given (number of models given in brackets). For completeness, the CMIP5 multi-model mean is also indicated with dotted lines. The dashed line 
represents nearly ice-free conditions (i.e., when sea ice extent is less than 106 km' for at least five consecutive years). For further technical details see the 
Technical Summary Supplementary Material {Figures 6.28, 12.5, and 12.28-12.31; Figures TS.15, TS.17, and TS.20} 
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Figure SPM.8 I Maps of CMIP5 multi-model mean results for the scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 in 2081-2100 of (a) annual mean surface temperature 
change, (b) average percent change in annual mean precipitation, (c) Northern Hemisphere September sea ice extent, and (d) change in ocean surface pH. 
Changes in panels (a), (b) and (d) are shown relative to 1986-2005. The number of CMIP5 models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated in 
the upper right corner of each panel. For panels (a) and (b), hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean is small compared to natural internal 
variability (i.e., less than one standard deviation of natural internal variability in 20-year means). Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean is 
large compared to natural internal variability (i.e., greater than two standard deviations of natural internal variability in 20-year means) and where at least 
90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1 ). In panel (c), the lines are the modelled means for 1986-2005; the filled areas are for the end 
of the century. The CMIP5 multi-model mean is given in white colour, the projected mean sea ice extent of a subset of models (number of models given in 
brackets) that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea ice extent is given in light blue colour. For 
further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. [Figures 6.28, 12.11, 12.22, and 12.29; Figures TS.15, TS.16, TS. 17, and TS.20} 
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• The high latitudes and the equatorial Pacific Ocean are likely to experience an increase in annual mean precipitation by 
the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. In many mid-latitude and subtropical dry regions, mean precipitation 
will likely decrease, while in many mid-latitude wet regions, mean precipitation will likely increase by the end of this 
century under the RCP8.5 scenario (see Figure SPM.8). {7.6, 12.4, 14.3} 

• Extreme precipitation events over most of the mid-latitude land masses and over wet tropical regions will very likely 
become more intense and more frequent by the end of this century, as global mean surface temperature increases (see 
Table SPM.1). {7.6, 12.4} 

• Globally, it is likely that the area encompassed by monsoon systems will increase over the 21st century. While monsoon 
winds are likely to weaken, monsoon precipitation is likely to intensify due to the increase in atmospheric moisture. 
Monsoon onset dates are likely to become earlier or not to change much. Monsoon retreat dates will likely be delayed, 
resulting in lengthening of the monsoon season in many regions. {14.2} 

• There is high confidence that the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) will remain the dominant mode of interannual 
variability in the tropical Pacific, with global effects in the 21st century. Due to the increase in moisture availability, ENSO
related precipitation variability on regional scales will likely intensify. Natural variations of the amplitude and spatial 
pattern of ENSO are large and thus confidence in any specific projected change in ENSO and related regional phenomena 
for the 21st century remains low. {5.4, 14.4} 

Table SPM.2 I Projected change in global mean surface air temperature and global mean sea level rise for the mid- and late 21st century relative to the 
reference period of 1986-2005. (12.4; Table 12.2, Table 13.5} 

Notes: 

RCP2.6 

RCP4.S 

RCP6.0 

RCP8.S 

RCP4.S 

RCP6.0 

RCP8.S 

1.0 

1.4 

1.3 

2.0 

0.24 

0.26 

0.25 

0.30 

0.9 to 2.0 

0.8to1.8 

1.4 to 2.6 

likely ranged 

0.17to0.32 

0.19 to 0.33 

0.18 to 0.32 

0.22 to 0.38 

0.3to1.7 

1.8 1.1 to 2.6 

2.2 1.4 to 3.1 

3.7 2.6 to 4.8 

0.40 0.26 to 0.55 

0.47 0.32 to 0.63 

0.48 0.33 to 0.63 

0.63 0.45 to 0.82 

• Based on the CMIP5 ensemble; anomalies calculated with respect to 1986-2005. Using HadCRUT4 and its uncertainty estimate (5-95% confidence interval), the 
observed warming to the reference period 1986-2005 is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C from 1850-1900, and 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] °C from 1980-1999, the reference period 
for projections used in AR4. Likely ranges have not been assessed here with respect to earlier reference periods because methods are not generally available in the 
literature for combining the uncertainties in models and observations. Adding projected and observed changes does not account for potential effects of model biases 
compared to observations, and for natural internal variability during the observational reference period {2.4; 11.2; Tables 12.2 and 12.3) 

' Based on 21 CMIPS models; anomalies calculated with respect to 1986-2005. Where CMIP5 results were not available for a particular AOGCM and scenario, they 
were estimated as explained in Chapter 13, Table 13.S. The contributions from ice sheet rapid dynamical change and anthropogenic land water storage are treated as 
having uniform probability distributions, and as largely independent of scenario. This treatment does not imply that the contributions concerned will not depend on the 
scenario followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit a quantitative assessment of the dependence. Based on current understanding, only the 
collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st 
century. There is medium confidence that this additional contribution would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise during the 21st century. 

' Calculated from projections as 5-95% model ranges. These ranges are then assessed to be likely ranges after accounting for additional uncertainties or different levels 
of confidence in models. For projections of global mean surface temperature change in 2046-2065 confidence is medium, because the relative importance of natural 
internal variability, and uncertainty in non-greenhouse gas forcing and response, are larger than for 2081-2100. The likely ranges for 2046-2065 do not take into 
account the possible influence of factors that lead to the assessed range for near-term (2016-2035) global mean surface temperature change that is lower than the 
5-95% model range, because the influence of these factors on longer term projections has not been quantified due to insufficient scientific understanding. {11.3) 

' Calculated from projections as 5-95% model ranges. These ranges are then assessed to be likely ranges after accounting for additional uncertainties or different levels 
of confidence in models. For projections of global mean sea level rise confidence is medium for both time horizons. 
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E.3 Atmosphere: Air Quality 

• The range in projections of air q\Jality (ozone and PM2.517 in near-surface air) is driven primarily by emissions (including 
CH4), rather than by physical climate change (medium confidence). There is high confidence that globally, warming 
decreases background surface ozone. High CH4 levels (as in RCP8.5) can offset this decrease, raising background surface 
ozone by year 2100 on average by about 8 ppb (25% of current levels) relative to scenarios with small CH4 changes (as 
in RCP4.5 and RCP6.0) (high confidence). {11.3} 

• Observational and modelling evidence indicates that, all else being equal, locally higher surface temperatures in polluted 
regions will trigger regional feedbacks in chemistry and local emissions that will increase peak levels of ozone and PM2.5 
(medium confidence). For PM2.5, climate change may alter natural aerosol sources as well as removal by precipitation, 
but no confidence level is attached to the overall impact of climate change on PM2.5 distributions. {11.3} 

E.4 Ocean 

- -_- - - -_ -- --~ - - - :_ -_ - - ' .- - -_ - - - :_ - - - --

. Tne glob~!qceanwil! continueto warm during the 21st century.Heat wiH penetrate from 
the sl,lrl'aC:E? to the deep ocean and affect ocean circulation. 111.3, 

• The strongest ocean warming is projected for the surface in tropical and Northern Hemisphere subtropical regions. At 
greater depth the warming will be most pronounced in the Southern Ocean (high confidence). Best estimates of ocean 
warming in the top one hundred meters are about 0.6°( (RCP2.6) to 2.0°( (RCP8.5), and about 0.3°C (RCP2.6) to 0.6°( 
(RCP8.5) at a depth of about 1000 m by the end of the 21st century. {12.4, 14.3} 

• It is very likely that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) will weaken over the 21st century. Best 
estimates and ranges18 for the reduction are 11 % (1 to 24%) in RCP2.6 and 34% (12 to 54%) in RCP8.5. It is likely that 
there will be some decline in the AMOC by about 2050, but there may be some decades when the AMOC increases due 
to large natural internal variability. {11.3, 12.4} 

• It is vety unlikely that the AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition or collapse in the 21st century for the scenarios 
considered. There is low confidence in assessing the evolution of the AMOC beyond the 21st century because of the 
limited number of analyses and equivocal results. However, a collapse beyond the 21st century for large sustained 
warming cannot be excluded. {12.5} 

E.5 Cryosphere 

It is Vel)!fikelythat the Arctic?ea ke coverwill 
Hemisphere $priJ1g snow cb\fe!rWill decrease 
"temperature rises. Gfobal giadervoll!me.\'l!ii) 

• Year-round reductions in Arctic sea ice extent are projected by the end of the 21st century from multi-model averages. 
These reductions range from 43% for RCP2.6 to 94% for RCP8.5 in September and from 8% for RCP2.6 to 34% for 
RCP8.5 in February (medium confidence) (see Figures SPM.7 and SPM.8). {12.4} 

17 PM2.5 refers to particulate matter with a diameter of less than 2.5 micrometres, a measure of atmospheric aerosol concentration. 

18 The ranges in this paragraph indicate a CMIP5 model spread. 
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• Based on an assessment of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 
to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea ice extent, a nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean19 in September before mid-century is likely for 
RCP8.5 (medium confidence) (see Figures SPM.7 and SPM.8). A projection of when the Arctic might become nearly ice
free in September in the 21st century cannot be made with confidence for the other scenarios. {11.3, 12.4, 12.5} 

" In the Antarctic, a decrease in sea ice extent and volume is projected with /ow confidence for the end of the 21st century 
as global mean surface temperature rises. {12.4} 

• By the end of the 21st century, the global glacier volume, excluding glaciers on the periphery of Antarctica, is projected 
to decrease by 15 to 55% for RCP2.6, and by 35 to 85% for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {13.4, 13.5} 

• The area of Northern Hemisphere spring snow cover is projected to decrease by 7% for RCP2.6 and by 25% in RCP8.5 by 
the end of the 21st century for the model average (medium confidence). {12.4} 

• It is virtually certain that near-surface permafrost extent at high northern latitudes will be reduced as global mean 
surface temperature increases. By the end of the 21st century, the area of permafrost near the surface (upper 3.5 m) is 
projected to decrease by between 37% (RCP2.6) to 81 % (RCP8.5) for the model average (medium confidence). {12.4} 

E.6 Sea Level 
0----------------------------- ______ ,, _____ ------------·--------,_---·- ---- --

_--_::---- - --_--- ,-:--o- _-_--_------ - - --. -

(3lqbal mean sea leve!wiil:c0ntinue torisrd~rfog the 21st century (see Figure SPM.9)~ .. Under .. 
all RCP scenarios;tberate of sea levelrisE! wmlrel)lfikely exceed.thatobservedduring 1971 

·to 2011J due.fo)ncreasedgcean warming and increased •10s? of· mass froiJ1 glaci~rs.Fnd 
sheets. {13.3.:.13.5} 

• Confidence in projections of global mean sea level rise has increased since the AR4 because of the improved physical 
understanding of the components of sea level, the improved agreement of process-based models with observations, and 
the inclusion of ice-sheet dynamical changes. {13.3-13.5} 

• Global mean sea level rise for 2081-2100 relative to 1986-2005 will likely be in the ranges of 0.26 to 0.55 m for RCP2.6, 
0.32 to 0.63 m for RCP4.5, 0.33 to 0.63 m for RCP6.0, and 0.45 to 0.82 m for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). For RCP8.5, 
the rise by the year 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m, with a rate during 2081 to 2100 of 8 to 16 mm yr1 (medium confidence). 
These ranges are derived from CMIP5 climate projections in combination with process-based models and literature 
assessment of glacier and ice sheet contributions (see Figure SPM.9, Table SPM.2). {13.5} 

• In the RCP projections, thermal expansion accounts for 30 to 55% of 21st century global mean sea level rise, and glaciers 
for 15 to 35%. The increase in surface melting of the Greenland ice sheet will exceed the increase in snowfall, leading to 
a positive contribution from changes in surface mass balance to future sea level (high confidence). While surface melt
ing will remain small, an increase in snowfall on the Antarctic ice sheet is expected (medium confidence), resulting in a 
negative contribution to future sea level from changes in surface mass balance. Changes in outflow from both ice sheets 
combined will likely make a contribution in the range of 0.03 to 0.20 m by 2081-2100 (medium confidence). {13.3-13.5} 

• Based on current understanding, only the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could 
cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. However, there is 
medium confidence that this additional contribution would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise during 
the 21st century. {13.4, 13.5} 

19 Conditions in the Arctic Ocean are referred to as nearly ice-free when the sea ice extent is less than 106 km2 for at least five consecutive years. 
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Figure SPM.91 Projections of global mean sea level rise over the 21st century relative to 1986-2005 from the combination of the CMIP5 ensemble 
with process-based models, for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. The assessed likely range is shown as a shaded band. The assessed likely ranges for the mean 
over the period 2081-2100 for all RCP scenarios are given as coloured vertical bars, with the corresponding median value given as a horizontal 
line. For further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material {Table 13.5, Figures 13.10 and 13.11; Figures TS.21 and TS.22} 

• The basis for higher projections of global mean sea level rise in the 21st century has been considered and it has been 
concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to evaluate the probability of specific levels above the assessed 
likely range. Many semi-empirical model projections of global mean sea level rise are higher than process-based model 
projections (up to about twice as large), but there is no consensus in the scientific community about their reliability and 
there is thus low confidence in their projections. {13.5} 

• Sea level rise will not be uniform. By the end of the 21st century, it is very likely that sea level will rise in more than about 
95% of the ocean area. About 70% of the coastlines worldwide are projected to experience sea level change within 20% 
of the global mean sea level change. {13.1, 13.6} 

E.7 Carbon and Other Biogeochemical Cycles 

- -- - --- -

·····Climate ch~ngeV\lm affect carbon ~yde processesina wciy thatwill.exacerb~te~he; inc~ease 
.•of CO~ in. the atmosphere (highconfidence}. Further uptake.of carbon by .the ocean wiil 
increase ocean acidification. [6.41 

• Ocean uptake of anthropogenic C02 will continue under all four RCPs through to 2100, with higher uptake for higher 
concentration pathways (very high confidence). The future evolution of the land carbon uptake is less certain. A majority 
of models projects a continued land carbon uptake under all RCPs, but some models simulate a land carbon loss due to 
the combined effect of climate change and land use change. {6.4} 

• Based on Earth System Models, there is high confidence that the feedback between climate and the carbon cycle is 
positive in the 21st century; that is, climate change will partially offset increases in land and ocean carbon sinks caused 
by rising atmospheric C02• As a result more of the emitted anthropogenic C02 will remain in the atmosphere. A positive 
feedback between climate and the carbon cycle on century to millennial time scales is supported by paleoclimate 
observations and modelling. {6.2, 6.4} 
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Table SPM.3 I Cumulative C02 emissions for the 2012 to 2100 period compatible with the RCP atmospheric concentrations simulated by the CMIPS 
Earth System Models. {6.4, Table 6.12, Figure TS.19) 

RCP2.6 270 140to410 990 510to 1505 

RCP4.S 780 595 to 1005 2860 2180 to 3690 

RCP6.0 1060 840to1250 3885 3080 to4585 

RCP8.S 1685 1415to1910 6180 5185 to 7005 

Notes: 
' 1 Gigatonne of carbon = 1 GtC = 1015 grams of carbon. This corresponds to 3.667 GtC02• 

• Earth System Models project a global increase in ocean acidification for all RCP scenarios. The corresponding decrease in 
surface ocean pH by the end of 21st century is in the range18 of 0.06 to 0.07 for RCP2.6, 0.14 to 0.15 for RCP4.5, 0.20 to 
0.21 for RCP6.0, and 0.30 to 0.32 for RCP8.5 (see Figures SPM.7 and SPM.8). {6.4} 

• Cumulative C02 emissions20 for the 2012 to 2100 period compatible with the RCP atmospheric C02 concentrations, as 
derived from 15 Earth System Models, range18 from140 to 410 GtC for RCP2.6, 595 to 1005 GtC for RCP4.5, 840 to 1250 
GtC for RCP6.0, and 1415 to 1910 GtC for RCP8.5 (see Table SPrv1.3). {6.4} 

• By 2050, annual C02 emissions derived from Earth System Models following RCP2.6 are smaller than 1990 emissions (by 
14 to 96%). By the end of the 21st century, about half of the models infer emissions slightly above zero, while the other 
half infer a net removal of C02 from the atmosphere. {6.4, Figure TS.19} 

• The release of C02 or CH4 to the atmosphere from thawing permafrost carbon stocks over the 21st century is assessed to 
be in the range of 50 to 250 GtC for RCP8.5 (low confidence). {6.4} 

E.8 Climate Stabilization, Climate Change Commitment and Irreversibility 

~ - - - - - - - - - - -

fumulative emissicfos of C02 largelydeterrnineg!obal mearisurtace.warmi.ngbythelate 21st 
.·century and beyond{seefigure S~M;10). Mostaspects qfdirriate change will persist for many 
:cent!ffies ·even. if ernissicins -Of C()2. are. stOJ)ped. Tnis' represents a substaritlaFmultkentury 
dimatechange •commitment created by past, present and fl.lture•emissions ofl:Oz. {12.s} 

• Cumulative total emissions of C02 and global mean surface temperature response are approximately linearly related (see 
Figure SPM.1 O). Any given level of warming is associated with a range of cumulative (02 emissions21 , and therefore, e.g., 
higher emissions in earlier decades imply lower emissions later. {12.5} 

• Limiting the warming caused by anthropogenic C02 emissions alone with a probability of >33%, >50%, and >66% to 
less than 2°( since the period 1861-188022, will require cumulative C02 emissions from all anthropogenic sources to stay 
between 0 and about 1570 GtC (5760 GtC02). 0 and about 1210 GtC (4440 GtC02), and 0 and about 1000 GtC (3670 
GtC02) since that period, respectively23• These upper amounts are reduced to about 900 GtC (3300 GtC02), 820 GtC (3010 
GtC02). and 790 GtC (2900 GtC02), respectively, when accounting for non-C02 forcings as in RCP2.6. An amount of 515 
[445 to 585] GtC (1890 [1630 to 2150] GtC02). was already emitted by 2011. {12.5} 

1° Fram fossil fuel, cement, industry, and waste sectors. 
21 Quantification of this range of C02 emissions requires taking into account non-C02 drivers. 
22 The first 20-year period available from the models. 
23 This is based on the assessment of the transient climate response to cumulative carbon emissions (TCRE, see Section D.2). 
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• A lower warming target, or a higher likelihood of remaining below a specific warming target, will require lower cumulative 
C02 emissions. Accounting for warming effects of increases in non-C02 greenhouse gases, reductions in aerosols, or the 
release of greenhouse gases from permafrost will also lower the cumulative C02 emissions for a specific warming target 
(see Figure SPM.10). {12.5} 

• A large fraction of anthropogenic climate change resulting from C02 emissions is irreversible on a multi-century to 
millennial time scale, except in the case of a large net removal of C02 from the atmosphere over a sustained period. 
Surface temperatures will remain approximately constant at elevated levels for many centuries after a complete cessation 
of net anthropogenic C02 emissions. Due to the long time scales of heat transfer from the ocean surface to depth, ocean 
warming will continue for centuries. Depending on the scenario, about 15 to 40% of emitted C02 will remain in the 
atmosphere longer than 1,000 years. {Box 6.1, 12.4, 12.5} 

• It is virtually certain that global mean sea level rise will continue beyond 2100, with sea level rise due to thermal 
expansion to continue for many centuries. The few available model results that go beyond 2100 indicate global mean 
sea level rise above the pre-industrial level by 2300 to be less than 1 m for a radiative forcing that corresponds to C02 

concentrations that peak and decline and remain below 500 ppm, as in the scenario RCP2.6. For a radiative forcing that 
corresponds to a C02 concentration that is above 700 ppm but below 1500 ppm, as in the scenario RCP8.5, the projected 
rise is 1 m to more than 3 m (medium confidence). {13.5} 
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Figure SPM.10 I Global mean surface temperature increase as a function of cumulative total global C02 emissions from various lines of evidence. Multi
model results from a hierarchy of climate-carbon cycle models for each RCP until 2100 are shown with coloured lines and decadal means (dots). Some 
decadal means are labeled for clarity (e.g., 2050 indicating the decade 2040-2049). Model results over the historical period (1860 to 201 O) are indicated 
in black. The coloured plume illustrates the multi-model spread over the four RCP scenarios and fades with the decreasing number of available models 
in RCP8.5. The multi-model mean and range simulated by CMIPS models, forced by a C02 increase of 1 % per year ( 1 % yr' C02 simulations), is given by 
the thin black line and grey area. For a specific amount of cumulative C02 emissions, the 1 % per year C02 simulations exhibit lower warming than those 
driven by RCPs, which include additional non-C02 forcings. Temperature values are given relative to the 1861-1880 base period, emissions relative to 
1870. Decadal averages are connected by straight lines. For further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. (Figure 12.45; 
TS TFE.8, Figure 1} 



Summary for Policymakers 

• Sustained mass loss by ice sheets would cause larger sea level rise, and some part of the mass loss might be irreversible. 
There is high confidence that sustained warming greater than some threshold would lead to the near-compl,ete loss of 
the Greenland ice sheet over a millennium or more, causing a global mean sea level rise of up to 7 m. Current estimates 
indicate that the threshold is greater than about 1°C (low confidence) but less than about 4°C (medium confidence) 
global mean warming with respect to pre-industrial.Abrupt and irreversible ice loss from a potential instability of marine
based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet in response to climate forcing is possible, but current evidence and understanding 
is insufficient to make a quantitative assessment. {5.8, 13.4, 135} 

• Methods that aim to deliberately alter the climate system to counter climate change, termed geoengineering, have been 
proposed. Limited evidence precludes a comprehensive quantitative assessment of both Solar Radiation Management 
(SRM) and Carbon D ioxide Removal (CDR) and their impact on the climate system. CDR methods have biogeochemical 
and technological limitations to their potential on a global scale. There is insufficient knowledge to quantify how 
much C02 emissions could be partially offset by CDR on a century timescale. Modelling indicates that SRM methods, if 
realizable, have the potential to substantially offset a global temperature rise, but they would also modify the global 
water cycle, and would not reduce ocean acidification. If SRM were terminated for any reason, there is high confidence 
that global surface temperatures would rise very rapidly to values consistent with the greenhouse gas forcing. CDR and 
SRM methods carry side effects and long-term consequences on a global scale. {6.5, 7.7} 

- -- - - ---- --- --
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Box SPM.1: Representative Concentr~tion Pathways (RCPs) 

.·.Climate change projectioni in[PCC Working Group I requireinformation aboutfuture e.misslons or concentrations 
. of greenhouse gases, aerosols and otherciiiTlate drivers. th.is inforlTiatio11 is cltt~11 expressed as ascerl~rio of human·· 
activities, \l\lhich arenOt assessed in this report. Scenarios. used in\J\/orking Group I ha\/e focusetj on anthropogenic •.. 
emissions and do not include changes in natural drivers such as solar or \/olcanic forcing or natural emissfofls, for 
exalTlple,ofCH

4 
and NiO. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. 

---- -- ,_ - --------,_,-_ -.-- ·- --- -- ---- - - -- -- - .-

·i=ortheFifthAsses~ment Report of IPCC,th~ sdentific tom~unity hasd~fined ~ setoff~ur ne~scenafios, denoted 
Representative concentration Pathways (RCPSi see Glossary). They are identified by thefr approximate total 
radi.ative forcing in year 2100rela1:ive tojl50:2.6 Wm-2 for RCP2.6; 4sw m·2 for RCP4.5, 6.0 Wrn:2 forRCP6.0, 

· and _8.5 W m·2 for RCP8.5. For the. Couplecftv1c)del lntercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) results, these values 
should be understood as indicative only/as the djrnate forcing resulting frcirnall drivers varies between models 
due. to specific·model characteristiC:sa11d1:reatrl1en1:of short-lived cliniate forcers.Jhese fourRCPs•include one··· 
mitigation scenario leading to a very)oW forcing level (RCP2.6),Jwo stabilization scenarios· (IKP4.5 and RCP6), ... 
and.onescen.ariowith very high greerihousegas.emissions(RCP8.5).The RCf>scaTI thus. represent a range of 21st 

.. ·century dirnate pol ides, as compared with the no-climate policy ofthe Special Report on Emissions Scenarios 
(SRES) used in the Third Assessment Report and the FourthAssessmentReport. For RCP6,0 and RCP8.5, radiative 
forcing does !lot peakbyye~r21 OO;for RSP2.6.it peaks and declines; anil forRtP4.5 it stabilizes by2100.Each 
RCP pfo\lides spatially resolvecf datasets of land use change· allds:ecl'or-based emissions ()fair pollutants, and i.L 
speCifies annual greenhouse gas concentrations .and anthropogelli(emis~iolls llp to 2100. RCPs are based on a 
. combination of 'integrated a.Ssessmentmodels, simple climate models, atrnbspheric chemist& and. global carbon' 
cycle models.Wtiilethe RCPsspan a \11/i.derangeoftotal forcin~ values, they do not cover the full rang~ofemissions 
in the literature, particularly for 9eros()IS. · · · · · · ·· · .· .. · ·· . · · · . · · · . 

-- ~---- :-:-:--- -~ -:--;--,~>-:_::--;~- -
- -- _,_------------ - -,_-_' 

Most of the CMIP5 an.d •Earth System Modelsimulations were performed ... · prescribed C:o; ~oncentrations 
reaching .421. ppm (RCP2.6)/538 PPlll (RCP4:5), 670 ppm (RCP6.0); and 936 ppm (RCP 8.5) by the •year 2100: . 
lncludjpg also the prescribed conC:entraticjns of CH4 and N20,the c9mbin~df2i;¢Cjl1ivalentcollc~ntrations are47~ 

• pprn(RCP2;6), 630ppm (R~P4.5), 800 ppni(RCP6.0), and 1313 ppm(~(P?.Stfor RCp?:5, ad9itional CMIPgart~ 
System Model simulations are performed with prescribed C02 emissions as provided by the integrated assessment 

·models: FOr a11•·RcPs,··additional. calclllations .. were•made with updated atmospheric.chemistry dat~.·an~.111odels 
··(including the Atmospheric Chemistry and· Climate compor\eht ofCMIP5) Using· the RCP prescribed emissions 
. of the chemically .rea.ctive gases. (CH4; N20, HFCs,. NO,, CO,NfvlVOC).These •simulations enable investigation• of 
uncertainties related to carbon cycle feedba~ks and atmosphericchelTlistry. 
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The intention of this Statement of Purpose is to establish a goal to reduce diesel emissions in local communities throughout California and 

beyond. The need forth is action is immediate. Diesel exhaust takes a tremendous toll on both the global climate and public health. 

http://dieselfree33.baaqmd.gov/statement-of-purpose 
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eliminate diesel emissions and black carbon from our communities. 

Diesel exhaust causes significant public health effects and accelerates climate change. The California Air Resources Board estimates that on

road diesel and off-road mobile engines comprise 54 percent of the state of California's total black carbon emissions, a short-lived climate 

pollutant that is contributing significantly to global climate change. Diesel air pollutior is highly toxic and can have an immediate impact on 

the health of residents in communities where emissions are most concentrated. The ir1pacts will fall most heavily on communities and 

populations already significantly impacted by air pollution, environmental hazards, and economic inequality. 

The signatories may each develop their own individual strategies to achieve the goal of reaching zero diesel emissions in their communities. 

Signatories to this agreement express their intent to: 

1. Collaborate and coordinate on ordinances, policies, and procurement practices that will reduce diesel emissions to zero within their 

jurisdictions, communities or companies; 

2. Share and promote effective financing mechanisms domestically and internationally to the extent feasible that allow forthe purchase of 

zero emissions equipment; 

3. Share information and assessments regarding zero emissions technology; 

4. Build capacity for action and technology adaptation through technology transfer and sharing expertise; 

5. Use policies and incentives that assistthe private sector as it moves to diesel-free fleets and buildings; and 

6. Periodic reporting to all signers of progress towards the zero-diesel emissions goal. 

This Statement of Purpose is intended to accelerate action toward meaningful progress in support of all climate protection agreements. It is 

notthe intent of the signatories to create through this Statement of Purpose any legally binding obligation. For purposes of this Statement, 

"diesel emissions" and "diesel exhaust" means emissions or exhaust emitted from the combustion of petroleum-based diesel fuel. 

http://dieselfree33.baaqmd.gov/statement-of-purpose 215 
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and beyond. 

Name* 

First Name Last Name 

Title* 

Jurisdiction/ Industry * 

Address* 

City ZIP /Postal 

Country 

Email* 

D I want to receive updates on ongoing Diesel Free by '33 initiatives. 

Signature (Use your mouse orfinger to draw your signature)* 

http:!/dieselfree33.baaqmd.gov/statement-of-purpose 3/5 
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Print Form 

Introduction Form 
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or Mayor 

I heryby submit the following item for introduction (select only one): 

Time stamp ~ _,,,. 
"&r-meeting<tare~··· 

D 1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion or Charter Amendment). 

[{] 2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee. 

D 3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee. 

D 4. Request for letter beginning :"Supervisor inquiries" 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

D 5. City Attorney Request. 

D 6. Call File No. from Committee. 

7. Budget Analyst request (attached written motion). 

n 8. Substitute Legislation File No. 
~~~___..'.================;------~~---' 

D 9. Reactivate File No. 
'--~~~~~~~~~~~--' 

10. Topic submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on 

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following: 

D Small Business Commission Youth Commission D Ethics Commission 

D Planning Commission D Building Inspection Commission 

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use the Imperative Form. 

Sponsor( s): 

jRonen; Mandelman 

Subject: 

[Endorsing the Diesel Free By '33 Statement of Purpose] 

The text is listed: 

Resolution endorsing the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's Diesel Free By '33 Statement of Purpose to 
establish a goal to cut diesel use to zero by the end of 2033. 

Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor: 

For Clerk's Use Only 


